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NUM BER of events in recent weeks have drawn attention, not
only to the folly and danger of the law, but also to the fact that
those who make and administer it, however liberal they pretend to
be, are in fact still completely caught in the toils of the theory of
punishment which lies at its basis.
Firstly, as an indication of the complexity and absurdity of English
law , it has been decided by Parliament that a special committee shall
be set up, presided over by the Lord Chancellor, to go through the
statute book and weed out the anachronistic laws which have no
relevance to present-day conditions and yet which can be invoked
at any time because they have never been repealed. It is estimated
that the task is of such complexity that it will take fifteen years to
complete, and it would therefore be fruitless for us even to attempt
to reveal all the absurd laws that still hang over us. It will be
sufficient to say that it is still illegal to sell newspapers on a Sunday,
that under a fourteenth-century Act it is a crime to overhear a
conversation, even involuntarily, that potaoes must not be dug in
Essex with a metal spade, that Welshmen cannot eat leeks at Easter
and Yorkshire pudding must by law be eaten with roast beef in
Yorkshire on a Sunday.

A

T h e L ord Chief Justice m ay well a fte r taking th e m a tte r to th e C ourt of
adm it th a t “ T hese law s could easily A ppeal and th e H ouse of L ords, it was
have th e m ost grotesque results if we finally decided in his favour. A fter all
w e re all foolish enough to m ake them this m ighty labour, th e law gave birth
o p e ra te ."
T h e fact rem ains th a t at to an aw ard-of £ 2 5 0 ! T he costs of the
tim e s, w hen it suits them , th e a u th o r case w ere £ 1 0 ,0 0 0 , w hich th e citizens
itie s a re alw ays ready to invoke some of Liverpool will pay in th e ir taxes.
ridiculous antique law to deal w ith a W hich goes to show th a t, while th e law
p erson th ey wish to get out of th e way is alw ays eager and quick to condem n
or punish. Gases under th e W itchcraft a m an who has violated th e slightest of
law s still tak e place occasionally, and its statutes, it moves w ith greatest
re ce n tly in Scotland an old law of th e reluctance to give a m an any of his
e ig h te en th century, m aking it illegal to rights, w hich are equally laid down
conceal a pregnancy, has been invoked u n d e r its statu tes. E quality before the
by th e police fo r th eir own purposes. law is a m yth, since th e State is always
I t can reasonably be guessed th a t, how  given such preference over th e indi
e v er m any absurd laws are w eeded out vidual th a t only a really persistent m an
by th e new com m ittee, those w hich can can stay th e course in a struggle
be of any use in effectively restricting against it.
th e individual's freedom will be re 
Penalties Increased
tain e d , how ever ridiculous th ey m ay
T h e injustices already existing in the
seem .
Indeed, one of th e results of*
stirrin g th e cobwebs m ay w ell be to present law have been increased by the
b ring back into operation some of th e re ce n t A ct, sponsored by a Labour
bad old law s w hich had been forgotten. H om e Secretary, and opposed only by
17 L abour M .P .’s, by w hich th e penalty
Equality a Myth
fo r a ttem pted rape is increased from
tw
o to seven years. A part from the
H ow difficult it can som etim es be for
a m an to obtain a rectification of an obviously reactionary n a tu re of such an
in ju stice u n d e r E nglish law was show n act, it raises certain questions which
by th e case of M aurice Sam uel reflect in an interesting m anner on the
L eachinsky, w ho, six years ago, was attitu d e tow ards “ justice” of th e present
w rongfully arrested by tw o Liverpool law -m akers in B ritain.
F irstly, th e law is put forw ard, w ith
detectives, w ithout a warrant, on a
charge of possesing cloth alleged to be a great deal of sob-stuff about th e feel
sto len . T he charges against L eachinsky ings of th e relatives of attacked girls,
w ere
dism issed, but although his as an alleged d e te rren t. B ut no m an
a rre s t had been patently illegal, the attem pts rape w ithout th e hope of
a u th o ritie s in Liverpol refused to give achieving it, and th e penalty fo r rape
him com pensation.
F o r six years itself is one of fifteen years. If this has
L each in sk y fought through the Courts not been a d e te rren t, th en one of seven
to obtain satisfaction, and in th e end, years for an a tte m p t will n o t be any

TH E PROBLEM OF D.P.s
to improve, Europe’s displaced persons
and other refugees may be transported for
re-settlement at the rate of about 10,000
a month. Such is the hope of the
International Refugee Organization, now
drawing up plans for 1948. In 1947 the
year’s total of displaced persons resettled
was only about 7,000, although more than
10 000 were sent back to their own coun
tries. These figures do not include Jews
sent to Palestine and elsewhere.
“A t the beginning of 1948 there re
mained in Austria, Italy and Germany
some 1,600,000 displaced persons, uprooted
by the war and the upheavals that fol
lowed, existing aimlessly and miserably,
some herded together in camps, the
majority scattered among a population
generally unwilling to absorb them.
“In Austria the refugee population of
600,000, or nine per cent, of the in
digenous population, is a serious em
barrassment, the more so as the country
is short of food. Many of the refugees
are living as best they can on the fringe
of the Austrian economy.
Although
labour is in demand in some industries,
most of the refugees from Eastern Europe
show a marked reluctance to take regular
jobs in factories or on farms.
The
displaced persons have become a major
issue in Austrian internal politico And
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the issue threatens Austria’s foreign
relations as well, for the Eastern Powers,
especially Yugoslavia, charge that these
refugees are plotting against them.
“Italy has about 280,000 displaced
persons. Inside and outside the camps
Yugoslavs predominate. Often they are
men who, willingly or not, served the
Germans or the puppet governments set
in their country under the Nazi occu
pation. Having fled to Italy on the
collapse of Germany, they dare not return
home.
“In Germany the problem is bigger,
but less immediately alarming than in
Austria and Italy. Over 700,000 dis
placed persons are living in the three
Western zones—a crushing burden on an
economy which is near disaster. It has
been impossible to absorb more than a
few into the economic; life of the
country.”
If the I.R.O. succeeds in fulfilling its
programme it would take over thirteen
years to resettle the D.P.’s now in Austria,
Italy and Germany. But will the figure
of / \ 0,000 a month be reached in view
of last year’s meagre figure? It took two
years before the I.R.O. formed a pre
paratory commission representing 17
governments. One must also be on guard
against the sending back of refugees to
their own countries as in the past undue
pressure has often been used to' repatriate
them.

m ore effective, and the law will have
no effect a t all on reducing th e num ber
of cases.
In fact, statistics recently
published by th e H om e Office show
th a t th ere are actually m ore cases of
rape com m itted by m en w ith previous
charges th an by first offenders. W hich
seem s to indicate th at, for this type
of law -breaking, punishm ent is no
d eterrent.

Savage Retribution
T he advocates of the law w ere not,
however, content to stress its deterrent
effect. C hutcr Edc categorically stated
th a t the object of punishing crim inals
was at least partly retribution. To hear
this kind of old testam ent savagery
coming from the lips of a self-styled
progressive is in itself astonishing
enough, but it is most significant as a
com m entary on the recent tendency by
G overnm ent supporters to say, apropos
of the Crim inal Justice Bill, th at the
idea of “ retribution” has been dropped
and th at crim inal procedure should now
aim at prevention and reform .
T his kind of action on the part of
th e governm ent shows clearly th at the
Crim inal Justice Bill, with its few
trifling reform s of prison procedure,
does not in fact represent any new
attitude towards the crim inal, w hen it
is balanced by a law which enabled
reactionary judges to give vastly in
creased sentences.
The attitude of
judges in general on the question of
sexual "crimes** is usually savage in the
extrem e, but it is certainly revealing
th a t the so-called progressives of the
Labour Governm ent should take an
attitude which shows such a com plete
ignorance of the kind of psychological
derangem ent which induces m en to
com m it or attem pt persistent rapes.

No Justice by Law
T his is an incident which shows the
fundam ental inability of any legal
system to proceed on a hum an basis.
Legal systems, both in th eir legislative
and executive aspects, are concerned
w ith the preservation of privilege and
property, of the kind of social organis
ation th at preserves them and th e kind
of social m orality th a t supports them .

WAGES
n p H E move to peg wages which we
discussed some weeks ago, is now
looming large on the industrial horizon.
But the Government, which has so far
only paid lip-service to the idea of peg
ging profits too, has received scant support
from the organised workers.
Conservative critics of the Socialist
Government are very fond of asserting
that the country is really run from
Transport Housej that the T.U.C. dictate
and the Cabinet docs as it is told. That,
however, is middle-class propaganda: in
fact, it is the T.U.C. which is the doormat
for the Government, with the workers as
the doormat for the T.U.C. Because
there have been signs of a revolt from
the rank and file, however, the T.U.C.
is treading very gingerly* in the matter of
the white-paper on incomes and is pre
tending to put up a resistance to wage
pegging without price- and profit-pegging.
Attlee, taking no chances, has called
in Ernest Bevin to help put across the
Cabinet point of view, because of Ernie’s
long association and prestige with the
trade unions.

Rank & File Resist
The reaction of the workers was
definite and immediate, however, and a
day after the Government’s appeal for a

standstill of incomes was announced
30,000 Clydeside
shipyard
workers
demanded an immediate wage increase,
and protested against any attempt to
freeze wages. 4,000,000 other workers
already have claims outstanding, too.
*
We have never found, ourselves, any
great truth in this story of “too much
money chasing too few goods”, and we
suspect that for some time now money
has been getting shorter and shorter in
relation to goods available for most
workers. Of course, it depends on the
goods one needs. While there are plenty
of wireless sets in the shops, it is next
to impossible to buy an ordinary cup and
saucer.
The Government has stressed once
again that if wages keep going up without
an increase in the amount of goods avail
able, there will be inflation.
But this
hardly fits with its export mania. The
extra goods we might produce in return
for our pay increase would not come into
the home market anyway, but would be
exported—so probably we are in for
inflation whatever happens?
From the Government’s point of view,
there is a certain amount of sense in its
being prepared to condone wage increases
in undermanned, basic industries, to act
as incentives in recruitment, but, if it
•can be called a policy, it is still a very
vague and unformulated one.

w hich includes a vindictive attitu d e to
The Anarchist Attitude
wards anybody who, fo r w hatsover
We have stated many times our attitude
reason, acts against th em . T o expect
to wages in general and rises in par
hum anity, respect for th e individual, or
ticular. We detest the whole money
understanding
of
psychological
or
system, and the more obvious its short
m ental troubles from any organ of
comings can be made, the better we like
governm ent or law is futile. I t has its
it. Capitalism may be in its death-throes,
p articular function to fulfil, the p ro 
but one thing is certain: that the system
tection of property and pow er, and
which has brought misery, disease, poverty
questions of real social justice are
and death to millions throughout the
beyond its am bit. I f we w an t th a t, we | world, will continue to do so until it is
have only one m ethod to adopt, the
destroyed by a social revolution. Only
destruction o f the legal system and the
then will the iniquity of government and
society th a t protects and is p rotected
the fear of insecurity yield to freedom and
by it.
well-being for all.

The Fortnight in P aris
^ H E past fortnight has created
around the ordinary Frenchman
an atmosphere of fatality, of an im
mense and mysterious plot fomented
by incomprehensible forces. The man
in the streets feels himself becoming a
character of Kafka—while, of course,
knowing nothing of Kafka.
There was, first of all, the incom
prehensible news of the free market
in gold and the ban on bank notes.
What was criminal (the holding and
trading in gold and currencies) be
came legal; what was legal (retaining
and exchanging notes of 5,000 francs)
became suddenly a misdemeanour
loaded with unknown and retros
pective penalties! The stupor was
so great that nobody even thought of
being angry. A dozen measures of
this kind, coming in a torrent, and the
ordinary Frenchman—reputed to be
such a grumbler and so critical even
in his docility—became an everobedient slave.
A short tale about the famous
blocking of banknotes—I give it for
what it is worth. It was less, it ap
pears, a measure of finance than a
measure of security. The parties
which threaten the present govern
ment, that is to say, the Communists
and the Gaullists, have accumulated,
it is said, during the “liberation” and
since then, enormous funds for civil
war. These funds are made up partly
of gold, securities and blocked cur-

(Bp Our Correspondent)
rencies, but a greater portion is made
up of bundles of notes on the Bank
of France. The governmental oper
ation would be a double one: to
annihilate the treasures of war in
banknotes, and to reabsorb, by various
means, the foreign currencies and
gold which have been gradually
“mobilised”, to make them return to
the coffers of the State. It would be
difficult to say to what extent such
an operation could succeed, the
parties undoubtedly disposing of a
great number of men of straw to
effect in their own names the oper
ations of depositing, declaring, etc.
But it is also true that these men of
straw are liable to disloyalties, and
they may have their own monetary
difficulties.

Burnt Offerings
After the gloomy story of the bank
notes and gold, the second stroke of
fate was the total destruction, by halfa-dozen fires; of the presents brought
to Paris by the “train of Friendship”.
This time, the ordinary Frenchman
felt himself hit directly in the
stomach. All the delicacies sent by
the American uncle, and which every
body was preparing to taste, in little
greedy mouthfuls, either enthusing on
the generosity of Mr. Truman or
storming against the people “who
think to buy consciences by dis
tributing bacon or powdered milk”,
in brief, all the charity or tempt

ation intended from beyond the
Atlantic for the empty bellies, went
up in smoke. There again, the hid
den powers certainly had a hand in
it. But which ?
For most of my neighbours, the secret
intervention of the Communists is obvious
“They did not wish to allow the Yankees
to make publicity and inspire the gratitude
of the belly among hundreds of thousands
of Frenchmen.”
The most astonishing thing (for the
Frenchman, whether he is a glutton or
starving, is above all preoccupied with
eating in the best possible manner) is that
this so-widespread supposition has not un
loosed any more anger than the affair
of the banknotes and gold. “A fter all,
the Communists have their game to play,
it's only natural.” Few people have found
the business disgusting; a very tiny num.
ber have found it admirable— “the party
of the French renaissance has burnt the
poisoned presents of the enemy: Timeo
Danaos et donna ferentes” . A few less
heroic zealots prefer to insinuate that the
Americans could very well have them
selves burnt their “trash” in order to
accuse the Communists of it (!), and then
to hide the bad quality of their goods,
and then to cover up pilferings!
To which others objected that the
Communists are experts at this kind of
filching followed by “accidents”, and that
the operation from their side could have
had two aims: a wholesale theft of goods,
then destruction of the rest, and thus of
all means of checking, at the same time as
of all means of “enemy” propaganda

A SSASSINATION OF
GA N D H I
Arriving on top of all this, the news
of the assination of Gandhi spread a
( C ontinued on page 5 )
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—Interpretations
Two great questions were posed
from the first days of the spring [of
1848]: the social question and that
of the independence of ail nations,
the emancipation at once of people
at home and abroad. It was not a
few individuals, nor was it a party;
It was the admirable instinct of the
masses which had raised these two
questions above all others and
which demanded a prompt solution
to them. Everybody had understood
that liberty is only a lie where the
great majority of the population is
reduced to leading a poverty-stricken
existence, where, deprived of edu
cation, leisure and bread, they find
themselves more or less destined to
serve as stepping stones for the
powerful and the rich. The social
revolution then appears as a natural
and necesssary consequence of the
political revolution. In the same way
it was felt that while there was in
‘ Europe a single nation persecuted,
the decisive and complete triumph of
democracy would not be possible
anywhere.
The oppression of a
people, even of a simple individual,
is the oppression of all, and it is
impossible to violate the liberty of
one without violating the liberty of
all . . . The social question, a very
difficult
question,
bristling
with
dangers and big with tempests, can
not be resolved either by a precon
ceived theory or by any isolated
system. To solve it, there must be
good will and unanimous agreement,
there must be the faith of all in the
right of everybody to an equal
liberty. It is necessary to overthrow
the material and moral conditions of
our present existence, break into
ruins from below this decaying social
world, which has become impotent
and sterile and which will be unable
to contain or allow such a great mass
of liberty. It will be necessary be
forehand to purify our atmosphere
and transform completely the sur
roundings in which we live, which
corrupt our instincts and our wills, in
limiting our hearts and our intelli
gences.
The social question thus
appeared from the first as the over
throwing of society.
M ICH A EL BAKUNIN in 1848

OBJECTIONS TO ANARCHISM
of the power of reaction. Too often
it is a power which has been handed
back to a frightened and shaken ruling
class by a too timid revolting class.
It cannot be too clearly grasped that,
in history, revolutionary moments
have been moments of fear and in
decision and weakness on the part of
reaction. Revolutionists seem to doubt
( 1 ) By its nature an Anar
the power of revolutions to spread,
chist society would be singularly
but reactionaries don’t make the same
inadapted to war, and an easy
victim for imperialist aggressors
mistake, hence their immediate sink
( vide Spain, Russia in 1 9 1 7 ).
If it were a question of the revo ing of national disputes in order to
How, then, can any one country lution establishing an anarchist society. join hands against the revolution.
hope to succeed unless every in one country, to be followed in They know well enough that the revo
other country joins in simul other countries after the lapse of lution makes a tremendous appeal to
taneously, which would mean a several years, then it would be utopian the masses over whom reaction rules.
world advance at the rate of the to wait, as the question suggests, till Put in another way, the revolution can
slowest country? It is not much coincidence brought the revolution rely on a huge fifth column composed
use leaping from the frying- simultaneously in all countries at of the workers elsewhere. Its safety
pan of this government into the once. But to pose the issue thus is in one part of the world can only be
fire of Russian or American unrealistic. Revolutionary situations secured by revolutionary action oh the
invasion!"
are not isolated events peculiar to one part of the workers in other parts. It
country alone, but manifestations of can only survive by spreading. Its
IT will be appreciated that the world-wide unrest. This is clearly chief weapon will therefore be pro
territory covered by this question is shown in the European revolutions of paganda, both direct and also the
extremely extensive. But the problem 1848 which drove reaction on to the propaganda of example. It must not
is such a crucial one that any respon defensive everywhere. But the nations stress the merely geographical dis
sible person who wishes to see social are even less isolated from one another tinctions of nationality resting on hazy
justice established must pose it to now than they were then. Slumps patriotic dogma, but the fundamental
himself, and feel some confidence in in one country have their reper unity of working-class interest which
his answer. Considerations of space cussions elsewhere; 1936 was a year rests on solid economic fact. Inter
compel us to eschew detailed argu not only of revolution in Spain, but vention is traditionally unpopular—let
ment and we shall only seek to of revolutionary stay-in strikes in the revolution play up this instinctive
indicate the main lines along which France and America also. It is not distaste of workers for counter
the problem of counter-revolutionary therefore a matter of waiting for the revolutionary manoeuvres.
revolution in other countries but of
intervention can be tackled.
Such underlining of the inter
assisting the natural tendency of
An established anarchist society revolutions to spread (for a variety of national character of revolutionary
must clearly be “inadapted to war”, reasons, the Russian and Spanish aspirations may, if thoroughly under
but that is not to say that revolution revolutions tried to inhibit rather than stood and translated in action, com
ary workers struggling to establish encourage this tendency—an im pletely hamstring the reaction. And
such a society will necessarily fall portant contributory factor in their the revolution has only itself to
“easy victims for imperialist aggres defeats).
The
counter-revolution blame if it retains such handles for
sors”. Nor, indeed, were Spain or thrived on their isolation and their reaction to seize as the maintenance
of a money economy, and a wage
the Russia of 1917 easy victims, and mistakes.
system. Conversely the retention of
it is arguable that the dismantling of
Revolutionists often speak glumly these institutions (not to mention
a revolutionary struggle from within
A reader writes: “I have read
w ith considerable interest your
articles on ‘Objections to Anar
chism9. N ow that you have
answered J.R .H .’s 6 points, I
wonder if I might suggest a few
more,* which I am sure many
must be asking:

by political schemers and defective
revolutionary vision was a more
potent cause of defeat than the
imperialist assaults from without.
Furthermore, it is just at revolution
ary moments that reactionary forces
are at their weakest, and it is a mis
take to visualize the revolution as
being a weak, though admirable cur
rent, inevitably overwhelmed by the
strong and brutal counter-revolution.
This point will be elaborated later.

VICTOR SERGE AND BOLSHEVISM
work of Victor Serge will not
be forgotten by those who search
for the truth on the subject of the
great and disastrous experiment of
two generations. The Russians Revo
lution and Bolshevism had in him an
irreplaceable witness. His loss leaves
a great gap among the men who stood
for a libertarian socialism.
Bom of a Russian refugee in
Belgium, Victor Kibaltchiche ap
peared in Paris in 1913 at the trial
of the “Tragic Bandits”, as editor of
the paper UAnarchie, for having put
forward, under the pseudonym of Le
Retif, the theory of “individual re
prisals” . His defence was scornful,
both of his fellow defendants and of
the tribunal, which condemned him
to a term of imprisonment and
decreed his expulsion.

W ithin Russia
Victor Serge pursued his revolu
tionary education in Catalonia during
the 1914-18 war; he quickly rallied to
the Bolsheviks and carried out im
portant functions in the new Russian
regime, at Moscow and Petrograd.
Sent specially to Berlin, he there
■directed the editing of International
Correspondence, the twice-weekly
press bulletin of the Comintern. After
his return to Russia, he became
associated more or less openly, to
wards in 1927, with the Trotskyist ten
dency, with, as a result, his disgrace
and a series of deportations, imprison
ments, etc. An international cam
paign saved him from Stalin’s grip
and allowed him to live by his pen,
first in France, then in Mexico. The
work of Victor Serge, novels, auto
biographies, essays and review articles,
is of very rich interest for the revo
lutionary movement. But it presents
from our point of view a theoretical
and moral ambiguity of which Victor

Serge, up to his premature death
(which took place two months ago)
did not, unfortunately, succeed in dis
entangling himself.
The present
article is dedicated to the critical
examination of the last article of
Victor Serge, on the Russian Revo
lution, a veritable “testament” pub
lished by Revolution proletarienne in
November, 1947.
In many ways, this “testament” is dis
appointing. It constitutes, in relation to
the recent evolution of its author, a re
treat to his old positions. He presents,
in vague terms, the mitigated defence of
Bolshevism, by a man who has recognised
its defects, but who has been able to see
nothing positive,' neither on this side nor
on that. The facts which Serge mentions
only feebly support his thesis, or even
openly contradict it. The reasonings are
so badly followed that it is necessary to
substitute oneself for the author to find
a logical framework in the whole of his
work. In general, the demonstration of the
“ fertility of Russian Bolshevism”, as a
theoretical and practical experiment in
revolution, is here compressed into a
few sentimental affirmations.

Serge and Bolshevism

to-day, is very understandable. He was
recognised and still saw himself as the last
survivor in the “iron phalanx” which was
tempered by so many common trials and
memories.
But it remains that this homogenous
phalanx of supermen destroyed itself by
means of which the most common were
provocation, denunciation and calumny;
to such an extent that the “natural
selection” (under the regime of reasons of
State) ended by causing the victory of
Stalin and his bloody train; the tree shall
be judged by its fruits.
2. Stalin and his regime doubtless
resemble Lenin and his, but as the
parricide resembles his father.
“Mussolini,” Serge tells us, “is also
the spiritual son of the Socialists of
VAvanti, but he is so dialetically . . .
There is no more in the Lenin-Stalin
relationship.”
Let us note simply that Mussolini did
not make of Angelica Balabanoff the holy
patron of Italy, and that Lenin, in his
“testament”, designates Stalin as the most
probable, if not the most desirable of the
heritors of his personal power.
3. I t was necessary to exterminate the
old Bolsheviks even to the last man in
order to create the breach which allowed
Stalinism to consolidate itself.

Similar bloody purges are familiar to
all the totalitarianisms; Hitler (30th June,
1934), Mussolini, Franco and other have
practiced them on their fellows. And
one’s relative sympathy towards the
1.
The Bolshevik “cohort” was the victims should not allow one to forget
product of a natural selection leading to
that they were the instruments of other
an extraordinarily well-adapted homo
crimes in the “infernal series” .
genous human type.
4. The Blood Baths since 1927 show
The personal admiration of Serge for
that there has been a complete change of
the fellow travellers of his past, all dead
policy.
Let us discuss them, since they seem
to be the principal motivation of the
positions in which Victor Serge was fixed
by his death.

‘The enlargem ent of free
dom has always been due to
heretics w ho have been un
requited during their day
and defam ed when dead.”
George Jacob
HOLYOAKE'

Even on the admission of Trotsky and
Victor Serge, most of the executions co
incided with the adoption by Stalin of the
oolicy advocated by the executed men.
“He shot his rivals in order to take their
programmes from them,” or vice versa.
The executions are then only simple sub
stitutions of persons, in a general sense
of conduct obedient to common principles.
And Serge, who calls the purge of
1936-8 “ the most bloody act of force in
nil history,” here reckons cheaply the
massacres of Cronstadt.

5. The Bolshevik regime “enlivened”
Russia so far that it has been able to
support a wartime drain of twelve or
sixteen million men; and it has prepared,
in the forced labour camps, a population
ripe to become from one m onth to the
next, the active citizens of a workers*
democracy.
The “T sarist regime” was such that
Russia could not support a war without
changing it into a revolution, and that
because the Russian people had been able
to defend against authority their internal
world and the autonomy of the workers in
the workshop or in the fields. Nothing
can assure us that a universal prison will
provide apprenticeship for liberty.
6 . The concentration-camp worlds are
vast factories of revolutionaries.

I confess to not being able to under
stand the reasoning which justifies the
establishment of a regime of force by the
necessity of suppressing it. Besides, I
find exaggerated the evaluation by Serge
of the Vlassof movement as socially
revolutionary. Where is the theoretical
and practical progress, since Machno?
P.

others as well) which have their
“ justification” in the securing of un
equal property rights can only help
to disperse the revolutionary spirit of
the revolting workers.
The more
capitalistic institutions are retained,
the more opportunities are provided
for the victory of reaction and the
more revolutionary spirit is under
mined. Hence the strength of the
revolution lies much less in its arms,
than in its readiness to go to the limits
in liberating the population. So far
from weakening it, such ‘boldness' is
its greatest strength and its most prac
tical policy, for the “cure for free
dom is still more freedom”.
Nevertheless, despite all this, it
may be that the revolution may yet
have to fall back on physical
defence. If it does so, not only is
it “singularly inadapted to war”, but
adaptation to conditions of armed
struggle provide most serious dangers
to the revolution, which must die if
it becomes militaristic. It does not
follow that it must eschew the use of
defensive force altogether; but it does
mean that it must apply revolutionary
methods and not allow itself to be
seduced by the “practical” suggestions
of “revolutionary” militarists. Thus
the “practical” people supported the
replacement of the revolutionary—
and voluntary—militias, in the Spain
of early 1937, by the centralized,
hierarchical, disciplined “People's
Army” set up and controlled by the
Communists.
The "spirit of the
militias was only the revolutionary
spirit of poorly armed workers, while
the People’s Army had conscription
to fill its ranks, and different pay for
officers and men, to say nothing of
centralization of command with all
the inefficiency and inhumanity which
goes with it. Yet the victories of the
revolution were all won by the
militias; the People’s Army met
nothing but defeat.
In parenthesis, it may be added
that the practical folk who thought
that it was necessary to make con
cessions to Russia because the Russian
government was willing to sell arms
on certain conditions, were also
proved wrong in the event. If the
revolution sells itself to reactionary
allies it will inevitably be defeated.
In sum, the allies of the revolution
are the workers in other countries;
these allies are not to be won by half
way concessions to reaction and such
like appeasement; the revolution
needs confidence in itself and its
revolutionary ideas. Any sign of
weakening, of falling away from its
highest ideals and aspirations will be
eagerly seized upon by the reaction
as handles for defeat and vengeance.
While adherence to revolutionary
principles and their wide proclamation
gives full scope for the tendency of
revolutions to spread and engulf the
reaction before it has time to recover
itself.

Aga Khan —New Comrade?
Sir,——Som e opinions expressed by th e
la te M a h a tm a G andhi on m a tte rs of
general im p o rtan ce m ay in te re s t th e
public, so I v e n tu re to re p o rt th em .
T h e N aw ab of B hopal and I h ad in 
terview s w ith him in th e spring of 1 9 4 6
a t P oona to find a fo rm u la th a t m ight
satisfy bo th C ongress and L eag u e, and
a fte r w e had failed I had a n o th e r in te r 
view w ith him on th e q u estio n of
In d ian s in S outh A frica. W h en it w as
over I asked him his opinion of M a rx 's
philosophy. G andhi at once said th a t
his ow n ideal w as th e sam e as M a rx 's,
i.e., “ th a t th e S ta te should w ith e r
a w a y ," b u t th a t h e did n o t believe th e
desired end* th e collapse of all G overnm ents, could ev er com e by M a rx 's
D ialctic.
O n th e c o n tra ry , th e p rin 
ciples of non-violence and obedience to
conscience once p ra ctised w ould in 
e vitably m ake “ th e S ta te w ith e r a w a y " .
T h e n he said th a t a so c iety 's civiliz
atio n should n o t be judged by its pow ers

over th e fo rce s of n a tu re , n o r by th e
p o w e r of its lite ra tu re a n d a rt, b u t by
th e g e n tle n ess an d kin d n ess of its
m em b e rs to w a rd s all living beings. H e
re m in d ed m e of K ro p o tk in ’s theories
th a t p rim itiv e m a n h a te d bloodshed and
c ru e lty a n d th a t if th is w e re proved
ex ac t th e n th e re h a d b e en a grow th of
th e p o w e r o f evil. H e also rem arked
th a t th e a n c ie n t S o u th A m e ric an custom
of h u m a n sacrifice, w ith th e p roud con
se n t of th e victim , w as less degrading
th a n m ass m u rd e r b y c o n sc rip t arm ies
m ad d e n ed by a scientific p ro p ag an d a of
h a te and lies.
T h e re w as n e v e r a n y suggestion of
"o th e r-w o rld in e ss" as th e m otive force
to bring a b o u t a tru ly civilized society
b u ilt on lo v e ’ a n d fo rb e a ra n c e b u t th a t
m a n 's p ro u d place in th e universe was
ju stified only if h e obeyed th e highest
co m m an d s of conscience.
F ra n c e .
AGA KHAN.
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N o te s

STOP THESE
A W ave of L ittle S trik e s P H O S E C U T IO IV S !

NE of the most interesting
strikes for some time began and
ended recently near Sheffield. The
National, Coal Board, which must be
well on the way to making itself
thoroughly unpopular with miners,
announced its intention of closing
down Waleswood Colliery, Sheffield,
as uneconomical. The miners work
ing at the pit, however, thought other
wise, and did the sensible thing—
started a stay-in strike.

O

We have always maintained that
the “stay-in” was a much more
effective method of striking than the
‘walk-out”, and in circumstances such
as these, it was most appropriate.
Threat of closure has been hanging
over Waleswood for seven months and
came to a head on Monday, Feb. 9th,
when the morning shift found timber
and machinery withdrawn from cer
tain places. They promptly sat down
and stayed-in, all 292 of them, and
the afternoon shift was not allowed to
go down.
The men are not merely being
cussed. They really do think that
the pit is not yet nearly used up, and
have in fact consistently smashed their
production targets to prove that the
coal is there to be had. Couple this
with the facts that the pit is known
locally as the “happy pit” because of
the team spirit existing there, and that
if it were closed down it would mean
the miners going to other pits further
from their homes, and it will be seen
why the men objected so strongly.

Mutual Aid from Above
A-strike committee was formed on
the surface and, backed up by the
womenfolk, they made a good job of
looking after the strikers.
Hot
lunches and fish-and-chip suppers
were sent down to them, and they
announced their intention of staying
down a month if need be.
It was not, however, necessary.
After three days, the men came up
again, but at the moment of writing
reports are somewhat uncertain as to
the conditions for coming up. The
strikers are reported to have claimed
a victory, but N.C.B. officials main
tained that no decision not to close the
pit has been made. It remains to be
seen whether the men have been
tricked or not.

Workers* Inventive Capacity
In connection with this strike in
cidentally, a very good example of the
inventive capacity of workers on the
job has come to light. The Daily
Mail ( 11 / 2/ 48) reported that: —
'‘Waleswood miners have a practical
plan for saving their pit. Six men, in
cluding an under-manager, an overman,
and miners’ officials have devised a new
loading unit.
“Mr. A. V. Williams, spokesman for
the stay-down strikers* said last night that
with this machine 12 men could do the
work of 32 and increase output there
from 5,000 to 8,000 tons a week.
“And this could go on for 50 years,
he said.
A blueprint of the £2,000
‘Waleswood Power Unit’ goes to the
N.C.B. to-day."

STRIKE A T M ODERN
M IN E

miners were not allowed to join them,
and this meant 1,800 idle on top and
a loss of nearly 2,000 tons of coal a
day.

They were 60 hours underground
before coming up on the understand
ing that negotiations would begin
within 24 hours. Penallta is the most
modem mine in the Welsh coalfield.

SOUTH WALES
DISCONTENT
'T'HERE is a wave of strikes running
through S. Wales at the moment,

one of the chief reasons for which is
dissatisfaction caused by abnormalities
created since the last wages agrement.

At Gwaun-cen-Gurwen, Glamor
gan, grievances followed the transfer
of men from Maerdy pit, closed by
N.C.B. reorganisation, to the Steer
pit. Over 1,200 men were on strike
at one time. At Pantyffynnon, 13
men staged a stay-in strike asking for
better bus services to and from work.
It would seem that miners are not
so concerned at beating their various
production targets when they are
working under grievances, after all.

MERSEY SHIP-WORKERS’ STRIKE
HPHE sequel to the announcement
that piece-work was to be dis
continued among Liverpool ship
repairers was a strike which looked
like reaching major proportions.

is a pretty broad hint of the attacks
to conre on the standards of the
workers. Our sympathies are entirely
with the workers of Merseyside in
resisting this cut in their income.

The employers decided that piece
rates (now known as incentive bonus)
should cease on March 29th. They
were approached by the union, but
refused to open negotiations on their
decision. The strike—unofficial, how
ever—started on Tuesday, Feb.. 10th,
and rapidly spread to include 7,000
workers.

We are not, however, to be led into
a support of piece-work as such. In
this particular case, though the
existence of piece-rates has probably
staved off increases in the basic wage
rate, and its discontinuance can
result in real hardship.

At the time of writing, 300 shop
stewards have decided to support a
complete stoppage of work, which
would involve 18,000 men, but
support is not yet unanimous.
The discontinuing of piece-work, as
reported in our last issue, will effect
earnings by 6d. to is. per hour—a
substantial drop over the week, and

From the worker’s point of view,
the thing to do now is to stabilise the
basic rate at something like the
average wage including output bonus,
but this is purely a temporary and
transitory solution, as all arrange
ments with the wage system are. The
only permanent solution, of course, is
the taking over of the industry by the
workers and the establishment of
workers’ control.

M O N T H ago, w e re p o rte d in F reedom th a t th e N atio n al Coal
B oard had been gran ted sum m onses against 191 m iners of
Seaham H a rb o u r. T h e B oard w e re claim ing dam ages fo r alleged
breach of c o n tra ct by striking on D ecem ber 1 6 th and 2 9 th last.
O n F e b ru a ry 3rd , the N a tio n a l C oal B oard w as g ra n te d sum 
m onses against 1,282 D u rh a m m iners by m agistrates a t Ja rro w ,
Co. D urham , w ho w ere told th a t th e re w as a tw o-day stoppage a t
a D urham C olliery in D ecem ber, and th a t the B oard claim ed dam ages
of £1 p e r m an per day of th e stoppage. A t th e m om ent of w ritin g ,
n e ith e r of these actions have been h e ard , b u t a previous actio n against
4 0 m iners of G rim ethorpe on D ecem ber 1 9 th , re su lte d in th e ir being
fined a total of £30 4 betw een them . T h u s th e th ird aggressive legal
action by th e S tate against m iners has been set in m otion.
T h ese prosecutions m ust stop! W e do n o t p re te n d th a t th ey
are unexpected. A fte r all, th e S tate is now the em ployer; th e S ta te
ru n s th e courts; th e S ta te pays the police w ho serve th e sum m onses;
th e S ta te can stop th e fines out of th e m iners’ pay p ackets— in fa c t,
all th e cards a re in th e hands of the S tate. A n d w e have n e v er
expected anything else b u t th a t it w ould take advantage of its p o w er
and w ith cold legality carve its pound of flesh.
C an th ese prosecutions be stopped by legal action? O bviously
not! C an the c o n stitu tio n be used to prevent them ? T h e suggestion
is laughable! W h at th en , can th e m iners do? T h e y can ta k e d irect
action! T h ey can ignore th e law ; th ey can b re ak th e law on such
a scale th a t th e C oal B oard w ould be a fra id to use it again. T h ey
can m ake it c le ar th a t in th e m ining in d u stry it is th e m iners w ho
are im p o rtan t, an d n o t th e p a rasitic C oal B oard officials and
law yers.
T h ese legal actions a re th e opening skirm ishes of th e S ta te ’s
in ten tio n to in tim id a te th e w o rk e rs. T h ey a re to ta lita ria n actions,
only one step rem oved from forcing m iners to w ork w ith th e w hip,
the bato n o r the bayonet. A step n e a re r th e Slave S ta te .
T hese a re no exaggerations; th e F ascist m en ta lity did n o t die
w ith H itle r. B ut if w e tak e no actio n now , if w e do n o t ra ise o u r
voices now against these first a tta ck s, w e shall deserve th e Fascism
to follow.
W orkers! D o n o t be lulled in to secu rity by labels! D o n o t
say : “ I t c an ’t h a p p en h e re V’ I t is h appening h e re .
T h e S ta te ,
especially in tim es of econom ic stress, c an n o t help b u t develop in to
a to ta lita ria n tyranny. P re v e n t it fro m assum ing u n b rid le d p o w e r,
w hich it can only do w ith th e acquiescence of th e people, by tak in g
direct action w h en it begins “ try in g it o n ” !
Stop these p rosecutions N O W !

A

A UALLUP ON THE LAND
R EC EN TLY The Daily Express, have now, but in the form of buildings,
tractors, feeding stuffs and so on. Things
on the look-out for anti-Govem- which
they now ask for and do not get.
ment material and knowing presum
ably that farmers suffer perhaps more
Wanted
than most from the present centralized
Farmers and workers were invited to
bureaucracy, had the good idea of
asking the men on the land various answer a series of questions. Here is an
questions about its potential food- analysis of the replies:—
FEEDING ST U FFS; 57.9 per cent,
producing capacity and also their
opinion of the governmental adminis say not enough is being done to get im
ported foods tor their stock, but 82.7 per
tration which now controls their life cent, oppose the idea of buying it “how
and work. While granting the purely ever hign the price” from the Argentine
propaganda motive of the Daily or other countries.
Express’s enquiry, nevertheless, the
GUARANTEED MARKETS: 63 per
results' obtained are sufficiently in cent, prefer guaranteed markets (with
teresting, I think, to be re-printed freedom to bargain for prices) to Statehere for benefit of those who have not guaranteed prices. They say: “Let us get
the best prices we can according to the
read them.
quality ol our produce.”

Not Wanted
If you had to sum up in one sentence
the main point stressed by the thousands
of farmworkers who have written to the
Daily Express you might well bowdlerise
the song in “Annie Get Your Gun” and
say: “ We can do farming— better than
they can do."
By “they” is meant the Government.
We are skilled men of the soil. Give
ui the labour. Give us the implements,
give us the feeding stuffs. And then
give ui the unfettered chance to prove
our dull. There you have the voice of
the men who farm Britain’s acres!

t-jOWEVER modern a mine may be
there can still be abnormal and
dangerous conditions of work. 26
miners at Penallta Colliery, Ystrad
Mynach, Glamorgan, found that such
conditions made it possible for them
to earn only the minimum wage of
£5 15 s., and thought, therefore, that
they should get special allowances.

ANY MEAT, such as beef, mutton,
lamb, bacon and poultry, which the
Government thinks it can produce by
State regulation we can produce faster on
our own.

Officialdom could not agree, and
the union moved at its usual leisurely
pace, so the men decided to wake
things up a bit, and declared a stay-in
strike.
As at Waleswood, other

LEAVE FARM ING to the people who
live by it; they can be relied on to get the
best out of the land without ruining it.
They need help, of course. They ask
for it. But it is help not In the form of
the committees and regulations which they

In their letters, there teems general
agreement on these points: —
IF EXTRA FOOD has to be pro
duced, British soil has Uic capacity to
produce it.

IMPLEMENTS: 59.2 per cent, say
tractors are their greatest need; 56.6 per
ccut. 01 tarmers are short of spare parts.
WORKERS: Harvest volunteers are
wanted by 85.6 per cent. The others say
they can manage with their present
labour.
DIRECTION: 62.3 per cent, think
direction of labour is unnecessary to make
up the shortage of 100,000 workers.
COM M ITTEES: 70.2 per cent of the
farmers think the county agricultural
committees have too much control ovet
tluiir work; 58.5 per cent, think the
committees should be ubolished.
P.O.W. LABOUR 1 German prisonerot-war lanour should be slopped, say 69.9
per cent, ot the 1tinners who wrote; 60.9
per cent, voted ugatnst the use of disoil UU! IftriM.
STATE MARKETS: Selling of farm
produce by Uovernment agencies in compeution with private enterprise, as pro
posed by the Lucas Report, is unpopular:
oJ.7 per cent, oppose it: 75 per cent, say
puolicly ununteu commissions should not
oe auoweu to control produce.

Eaets of Interest
Certain facts of general interest

emerge. Firstly, and by far the most
important, is that farmers, who far
from being revolutionary in their out
look tend from the nature of their job
to be rather conservative folk, know
that the land of the country is not
producing to anything like its full
capacity. Since the majority of these
men have been bom and brought up
on the job, their considered opinion
is probably of more value than those
of die politicians and the economic
apologists for industrial capitalism
who, like Mr. Paget, referred to in
the last lot of Notes, persist in assert
ing that we must .of necessity con
tinue to import much, if not most, our
our food.

Lasdy, that the Lucas Report is
detested as the last word in centraliz
ation of an industry that, more than
any other requires decentralization, is
is of course, well-known.

Secondly, these farmers have the
impudence to suggest that they know
better, given a free hand, how to get
the most out of their land without
exploiting it than the members of the
vast army of advisors, experts and
other respectable spivs who make up
most of the personnel of the Ministry
of Agriculture. Not that the com
placency of the Ministry, is likely to
be disturbed by this revelation, the
motto of bureaucracy always being
in effect “what we have, we hold”.

“Backing the Marshall Plan, the Secre
tary for Agriculture, Mr. Clinton
Anderson, to-day told the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee that no meat would
be exported to Europe for two years.
But, he said, America’s agriculture had
been revolutionised and farmers, who
were producing a third more food and
fibres than pre-war, would need European
markets.

Thirdly, that the majority of
farmers, as employers, do not want
directed labour if they can help it.
That is as I should have expected.
What docs rather surprise me is that
apparently two-thirds of them think
that P.O.W. labour should be stop
ped and that, despite the great gap
that that would leave in the overall
ranks of land-workers, more than half
of the farmers are against the use of
displaced persons on the farms of
this country. It would be interesting
to know the reasons given for this
opinion.

The Potentialities of
Starvation
^O M PA R ED with the hypocritical
verbiage dished out by our own
politicians, the utterances of some
American statesmen are, in their
naive cynicism, rather attractive.
Listen to the American Secretary for
Agriculture, Mr. Clinton Anderson, as
reported in the Daily Herald
( 14/ 1 / 48)

The prospect of a collapsing European
economy would not be pleasant to
contemplate.”

As I remembered a while back, one
of the most useful attributes of human
beings, from a capitalist point of
view, is that they must buy food in
order to live. If they did not, what
would we do with the stuff?

Danger— Keep Out
From Time (U.S.A.): “Near
Winchester, Indiana, a bull gored the
auto of Jack Townsend, the county’s
artificial inseminator.”
My sympathies are entirely with
the bull.
G.V.

freedom

France

STATE OF F L U X
TOURING the years following the
Liberation, the successive govern
ments have based their financial
policy on two elements: the exploit
ation of the working class, following
the classical pattern of prolonging
the working week and reducing the
standard of living to a new low level,
and the expropriation of the idle
possessing class, by a continued
inflation.
We have to-day reached the end
of this policy. The working class now
know conditions of life 50% worse
than those of 1938, thanks in large
part to the famous Communist slogans
concerning the battle of production,
the reconstruction of the national
economy, and the need for a working
week of 48 to 60 hours. The rentiers,
the small property-owners, and the
little stock-holden, find themselves
ruined by the fall in the value of the
franc.
A second phase is commencing: the
liquidation of the middle classes, who
up to the present have benefited from
all the ministerial favours. Applying the
formula “ It is necessary to take money
Where it is to be found”, the coalition
Socialist-Christian Democrat government
has decided to impose relatively heavy
taxes on those who, without directly par
ticipating in production, benefit by
it, in intermediate posts or in the
distribution of products.
The peasants too are being more
taxed.
There has been immediate opposition,
but it should be noted that nowhere have
the protestations assumed a charactcr
dangerous for the State. Hundreds of
meetings and manifestos have been organ
ised. Thousands of protests have been
registered. At the same time the leaders
of commercial federations, professional
organisations, and agricultural unions
have advised their members to pay the
tax, only promising to defend recalcitrants
if they are genuinely unable to pay.

Victory for Financiers
■Which social stratum, which master
class, hopes to profit from these financial
measures? That is the question of to-day,
more especially for the conscious revolu
tionaries who have long since ceased to
fall for official pretexts, or into the boobytraps of the “national interest".
Without doubt it is the financecapitalist, the only really active element of
present-day France, who alone shows
resource and initiative, who i s . going to
reap the benefit. Those enterprises which
find themselves in financial difficulty,
accept the propositions of the owners of
capital (capital which knows no frontiers)
and are absorbed by groups of bankers.
All the other governmental measures, con
cerned with free currency exchange and
“free gold”, equally favour the financier’s
business.

. . | And the Managers
But there is also another certain
beneficiary: the State— incoherent, con
fused, swollen up with useless functions,
containing strongly divergent interests,
swallowing hundreds of thousands of
millions of francs, with nothing to show
for it.
The “managers” who have multiplied
rapidly since the end of the war, and who
may be found at the head of all the
nationalised,
municipalised
or
com
mandeered industries and enterprises, do
do not seem inclined to yield their
territory to the old bourgeoisie. On the
Contrary, they are skilfully sharing
power with their financial masters, and
arc slowly but surely, taking over their
oontrol of internal policy while remain
ing subordinate in international affairs.
Tbe ebb and flow of political power
has altered none of the essentials of the
situation. The elimination of Communist
administrators in the hierarchy of the
Nationalised undertakings has not brought
about a return of private control, but
merely their replacement by Christiandcmocms, radicals or socialists, or by
technicians with no obvious political
alignment.

Social Decay
The old industrial ruling class has
given up seeking to re-establish its
supremacy and is content merely to seek
guarantees of its profits, no longer show
ing any audacious or adventurous spirit.
The peasantry, stuck in the beaten track
of a family mode of production, slowly
declines. It sees Its children leaving the
land while wage-labour is unobtainable.
This internal decomposition of the
Tegimc, this evolution which controls the
body of the nation an-! its mode of pro
duction is a fact and there is no point
ta criticising it or lamenting it.

The traditional parties, like the radicals,
look back regretfully to the past, the
Communists seek to exploit the discontent
of the dispossessed classes, but these arc
purely political or sentimental manifes
tations which bring nothing new to the
situation.

Lessons of Nationalisation
What is more serious is that so few
working-class voices are demanding that
use should be made of this political state
of flux to attain genuinely socialist
objectives. While the whole basis of the
old social edifice is crumbling, few
working-class organisations are putting
forward revolutionary solutions.
The
official journals of the parties of the left
shed a tear over the poor middle-class,
or else recommend g more powerful
Statism. The experiences of the Statecontrol industries— the printing works, the
Berliet or Renault factories, arc utilised
and commented on by no one, except in
libertarian and revolutionary-syndicalist
circles.
Yet what could be more logical than
the demand that the control of the
printing works, which legally no longer
belongs to anyone, should be taken over
by the personnel concerned— compositors,
typefounders,
riiuchinists,
journalists?
What could be more natural than to work
as co-operatives, the factories which at
present are being ruined by the State
administration, without benefit to the
public or advantage to the workers
employed in them?

Socialist Betrayal
At the time when capitalism is totter
ing, the parties which claim to be
Socialist arc preparing to be its successor,
shut their eyes to the most important
events of the century, to concern them
selves with the problems of electioneering
tactics, or the complicated questions of
parliamentary equilibrium.

DIMITROV-THEN AND NOW
pIFT E EN years ago, on the 27th
February 1933, the Reichstag was
set on fire. The Nazis accused the
Communists of starting the fire, which
was to be the signal for a general
uprising, and a trial was held a few
months later, at Leipzig, in which
the Dutchman Van der Lubbe, the
German deputy Torgler and three
Bulgarian Communists living in
Berlin, Dimitrov, Taneff and Popoff,
were the accused.
Van der Lubbe was sentenced to
death and executed, but the man who
stole the show was Dimitrov, whose
indictment of National-Socialism and
rebuffs from the dock to Goering have
become famous.

We have every day new proofs of the
retrograde character of the so-called
"socialists” .
The signatory of the
Franco-Italiun agreement on the subject
of Italian immigrants to France, Croizat,
now Minister of Labour, has made a
specch in which he demanded the stopping
of all entry of foreign labour into France,
and the abrogation of the treaty which he
had negotiated. This is at the moment
when hymns to greater production deafen
all cars, at the moment when the 40-hour
week law, won by the great strikes of
1936 is being sabotaged everywhere.
' Do not look for a progressive
working-class lead from the left politi
cians. They arc busy organising the antiAmerican campaign, chasing the spectre
of idle factories, or developing the crudest
forms of nationalism.
The Communist International is seek
ing its party slogans from the dust-bin of
moribund capitalism.
S. PARANE.

Dimitrov and his comrades were
acquitted, thanks partly to the world
wide campaign in his defence, and
Dimitrov was able to go to Moscow
where he became secretary of the
Comintern. He remained there till
the end of the war, when he returned
to Bulgaria in the protective shadow
of the Red Army, which occupied the
country (though Bulgaria was never at
war with Russia). I-Ie became Prime
Minister andsince he has been in
power he has been busy in crushing
all opposition and has staged a series
of trials which make the Reichstag
tire trial look like child’s play.
His recent outburst against the rem
nants of opposition was so violent and
cynical that it seemed to have caused
almost more indignation than the previous
hangings.
It was provoked
by an
apparently small incident. Deputy Kosta
Lulchev,spokesman
of the
nine-man
Parliamentary Opposition in the National
Assembly at Sofia had criticised the
budget as "insincere and unreal”.
Dimitrov turned on him with all the fury
of the ex-Presldent of the Reichstag. He
reminded the opposition of the fate of
Pctkov, who was hanged for “espionage”
in September of last year, and he added,
with a touch of macabre irony:
"As you have not been wise in the past,
and do not try to gain wisdom, you will
receive a lesson from the nation that you
will remember until you meet St. Peter.”
Reflecting sadly on these words, Prof.
La ski remembered the
time
when
Dimitrov had been in the position of
Pctkov and when it was still possible to
awaken public opinion to prevent judicial
murders.
"What does Dimitrov expect us to
think of him now,” says Laski, "we who
have laboured with passion to save his
life?

"In Great Britain, I remember w.i.
how men and women of all panic* com
blned In a passionate campaign on hll
behalf.
We interviewed the German
Ambassador. Mr. D . N . Pritt preside,
over a counter-trial. We published book,
and pamphlets. We sought action from
the Foreign Office. We Insisted in Germany Itself that It would be an unforglv!
uble outrage if this Innocent man were
convicted by a prejudiced court, delibcr.
ately picked for a political purpose,
"I think it is well within the boundaries
of accuracy to say that the massive public
pressure brought to bear on the Court
of Berlin saved Dimitrov from a death
which would inevitably hove been his lot
If the voice of world opinion hud not
warned the Nazis of injustice.”
And he adds hopefully: "If Dimitrov
has been incorrectly reported, there ought
to be no delay on his part in correcting
the error.”
Laski’s articlc appeared on the 24th
January, and so far there has been no
denial. Yet Mr. Dimitrov is quick in
correcting himself when he is taken up
by Pravda (and not Mr. Laski). Pravda
saw nothing wrong in Dimitrov’s threats
to the opposition, but it objected very
strongly to the Prime Minister’s statement
that it was necessary to create a federation
and Customs union between the Balkan
States which would also eventually includc
Poland, Czechoslovakia and Greece. This
project did not meet with the Kremlin
approval and Pravda, which had pre
viously published Dimitrov’s statement
with favourable comments, rebuked him
a few days later with some alacrity.
It is clear that Mr. Dimitrov can bully,
imprison or hang his opponents with
Moscow’s blessings, but when he hints at
the formation of Balkan Federation it is
another matter.
Disunity in SouthEastern Europe is as essential to Russia
as it has been to the other Great Powers
in the past, and Mr. Dimitrov is welladvised to remember that puppets are not
supposed to take initiatives.
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Towards the World Anarchist Congress
1946, at the suggestion of the the essential contact between anar
Bulgarian Anarchist-Communist chists throughout the world, whilst
Federation, a working Committee was allowing complete autonomy to each
nominated with the task of preparing national organization. This difference
for an International Anarchist Con of opinion we have already dealt
gress. The first circular consisting with in these columns (Freedom,
of five points was distributed through 13/ 12/ 47) and do not propose there
out the world. It was a questionnaire, fore to put forward our views again.
the answers to which would form the Instead, we will give a selection from
basis for the organization of an the arguments put forward by our
Anarchist Congress on an International comrades in other countries on the
scale.
subject.

I*

No Congress has yet been held, but
much useful work of co-ordination has
been done by the Commission set up
in Paris, consisting of a French, an
Italian and a Spanish comrade. Le
Libertcdre (the organ of the French
Anarchist Federation) devotes a whole
page in each of its last two issues
(February 5th and 12th)* to the
“Anarchist International” reproducing
the material supplied by the
Provisional Secretariat for Inter
national Relations (which we shall in
future refer to as S.P.R.I.), which
includes the opinions and proposals of
movements and groups in Europe and
the S. American continent on this
important question of an International
organization.
It is too soon to attempt a complcic
analysis of the answers received—the
countries represenied are Austria,
Belgium, Bulgaria, 1*ranee, Germany,
Gt. Britain, Holland, Italy, Poland,
Portugal, Spain, Switzerland and
Sweden in Europe, and Argentina,
Bolivia, Brazil, Cuba, Ecuador, Peru
and Mexico in the Americas—though
it is clear that tfie answers fall into
two broad categories: those interested
in a more or less ‘'exclusive’' inter
national organisation on the one hand,
and those who look to the creation
of a co-ordinating body to maintain
’ These two issues may be obtained from
Freedom Bookshop, price 6d. (post free.

For Organization
The Bulgarian comrades put a force
ful case in favour of an International
organization which will exclude all in
dividuals. They write “we believe the
time has come to have done with the
individualist attitude to organizational
problems. The initiative for the con
vocation of a world Congress has as Its
objective the creation of an International
Anarchist Federation (I.A.F.) which can
not expect to include all anarchists nor
pretend that those who do not support
it are not anarchists. Those who wish
to and will support the I.A.F. must adopt
the organization's and not a personal
attitude to the problems and tasks
assigned to it. It follows that individuals
will express their opinions In their organ
ization; and the organization In the
Federation and through the Federation."
One section of the Dutch movement,
calling themselves the League of Dutch
Libertarian Socialists (N.H.V.S.) put
forward their suggestions as to the con
stitution of the Federation. They agree
in principle ihat nan-organiied anarchists
should be admitted to the Congress but
ihat those “opposed to all organization”
should be excluded. And they follow this
up with proposals as to the extent to
which non-orgunized comrades will be
allowed to participate In the discussions
and decisions, and suggest further, that
“organizations will have one vote for
every 100 members and minority organ
izations or representatives of the mm
organized, will have one vote.”
The French comrades at this congress
expressed themselves in favour of an
International Federation hut, In the event
of this not being at present possible, will

support the creation of an International
Bureau to maintain contact throughout
the movement.

For An International Bureau
On the other side, the groups inside
Spain take the view that an International
Bureuu would be more effective than the
I.A.F. and “would permit each country
or tendency to maintain Its complete
autonomy, and would avoid the danger of
a centralization and single viewpoint
which would have disastrous results in the
anarchist, movement.” This position is
expressed with even more emphasis by the
Libertarian Socialists of Basle, who con
sider that “it would be a mistake and
contrary to anarchist principles that the
Anarchist congress should attempt to do
more than be the instrument for comrades
to make contact and exchange views. It
would be absolutely wrong— write the
Basle comrades— to draft a constitution
with rules and to issue directives to all
those in the Federation; a programme
which one could not reject without being
subject to expulsion or proscription.
Such u procedure would be simply to
imitate the mass parties whose failure has
been so shattering.”
The position adopted by the Italian
Anarchist Federation was expressed in
their Internal Rulletin (1 /8/47) in which
they answered proposals put forward by
one body that the Congress should admit
only two accredited delcgules from each
Nationul Federation who should speak
only In the name of their organization and
not express their personal viewpoints: all
others should be excluded, etc. T o this
Ihoy reminded comrades of the position
taken up at their congress at Bologna
with regard to relations with comradcs in
other countries and express the opinion
Ihat the proposals before them “with all
its exclusivisms can only confirm the
correctness of our position.”
The comradcs in Peru, who publish a
paper Protista which will open its
columns to the S.P.R.I., support the
participation of organizations and indi
viduals at the Congress. In their opinion
u Congress will show that all anarchists,
in spite of differences in interpretation,
urc united in affirming ihut the road to
mans' salvation is Ihut of liberty and that
the harmony in the movement can be
demonstrated only by general participation
at the Congress,
Let us begin by dis
cussing our own problems freely and
openly, for ourselves and for others.”

An Interesting Proposal
The position of the International Confcrcnce o f Spanish Anarchist Groups in
E xile is one of support for the Congress
and the following resolution (with only
the Spanish group resident in Gt. Britain
dissenting) was also adopted.
Un
fortunately, space considerations allow us
to give only n precis of this very
interesting resolution.
It calls for a detailed consultation on
a world scale of ull the tendencies in the
anarchist movement (from organizations
and groups to individuals) with a view
to creating an organism to study the
general situation of the movement and to
present proposals for its solution. The
Spanish groups ure mainly concerned with
the weakness of the movement in many
countries and the need for assisting
materially such small groups or isolated
individuals to build up a movement in
their countries. This can be done, they
believe, by publishing leaflets, newspapers,
books, magazines and pamphlets in the
countries concerned, which will be the
beginning of a vast campaign of social
education which will lead to the eventual
creation of study circles, libertarian
centres and syndical organizations. They
believe that the principal objective of the
Congress should bo to explore the most
effective way to contribute to the rebirth
and development of anarchist ideas in
those countries where the fascist and
"communist” offensives have morally and
materially destroyed the very foundations
of liberty.
This proposal by the Spanish groups
Is, in our opinion, of great importance,
and as we have already pointed out
(Freedom, 13/12/47), this particular form
of mutual aid has been very largely res
ponsible for the amazing recovery of the
Italian movements after nearly 25 years
of Fascism.
Similar results we feel
would be achieved if the same volume of
assistance were to be extended to our
German comrades now. They need food,
money and literature until such time us
conditions will permit them to work
freely and openly.
And that this Is
understood by anarchists Is shown by the
practical examples of solidarity to our
German comrades which h i t Increasing
every day. The latest example, is the
offer made by the Basle group of 2,000
copies of Kropotkin's Conquest of Breads
In German, for distribution among
German-speaking groups in occupied
countries,
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the

m uddy

or not it is a cold
V* war it is certainly a muddy one.
Washington State Department has
nt been able to resist the temptation
of having a good smack at Russia, and
his published a number of German
State documents concerning the
relations between the Soviet Union
■nd Germany in the period 1939J04I These documents were seized
bv the American forces when they
marched into Germany and have been
kept on ice for nearly three years
before being made public. Nor are
gjj the documents being published
noW; we are given a selection, a hors
cToeuvre so to speak, and the rest are
probably kept in reserve for even
more propitious times.
W /H E T H E R

We would like to avoid noticing
this dirty business; we would rather
deal with beautiful and inspiring
examples of international solidarity
but the task of a paper is to look at
facts, however unpleasant and however
much one despises the way in which
they are presented. And indeed it is
difficult to imagine anything more
revolting than the use governments
make of secret documents.
When a private individual holds a
document which might compromise a
person and he tries to use it for his
own advantage, it is called blackmail
and it is punished by law. But when
a Government uses documents ob
tained by their informers, spies, and
diplomats or by war and plunder and
uses them to blackmail or blacken
another government, it is called
international politics.
We are not opposed to. the publica
tion of these documents, which are of
great historical value, but we strongly
condemn the use which it. made of
them. We also condemn all secret
treaties, protocols and negotiations.
It ig ridiculous to talk of a democratic
government when that same govern
ment, which is supposed to represent
t o wishes of the people, is able to
take momentous steps in its foreign
policy with the knowledge of only a
selected few. The chief lesson to be
learned by the publication of these
documents is that nations are com
mitted to alliances defensive or offen
sive of which they are completely
ignorant.
But this is not the conclusion
governments want people to reach by
the. publication of these secret docu
ments. They are used either to black
mail the governments, in whose in
terest it is that they should remain
secret, or to blacken these same
governments and create a feeling of
hostility among nations.
It
doubtful whether this is in
fact a very effective method because,
for cach document in the hands of the
Americans and detrimental to Russia,
Moscow will probably bring out one
which will smear either Washington or
London. Mr. Bevin’s wisdom in not
allowing himself to be rushed into
the publication of documents is pro
bably dictated more by self-interest
than by any feeling of discretion or
hiagnanimity.
Already Moscow has hit back by
stating that Britain and France did not
wish to come to an arrangement with
the Soviet Union in the negotiations
which began in March 1939 and that
their airn was to “get Germany and
the .Soviet Union to come to grips as
soon as possible” . . Moscow also
■threatens to publish documents seized
in Germany by the Red Army con
cerning the relations between Hitler
Germany and the Government of
Britain, France and the U.S.
we consider the documents pub
lished in Washington, as we shall
consider those which Moscow intends
to publish, it is not to wax indignant
at the behaviour of any particular
government. None of them has a
record to be proud of. If Stalin made
* pact with Hitler, Britain helped
B B w ® to get iffte ix>wcr, and neither

Russia nor America, neither France
nor Britain, was in the least con
cerned with crushing Nazism but
merely played the game they thought
more suitable for their imperialist
interests.
We said all this long before these
documents were published, not be
cause we were better informed, but
because we had no reasons for con
cealing facts. Mr. Churchill, who is
now so anxious that the documents
should receive wide publicity, knew
of them when he lavished his praises
on Stalin. To describe the records
as “an appalling story of cynical
diplomatic duplicity such as few
people in this country would have
deemed possible,” as Cummings does
in the News Chronicle, is a gross
exaggeration.
In fact these documents prove little
that has not already been made public
through other sources. They prove
that the Soviet-German pact was an
active alliance, i.e., that, while it
lasted, these two countries helped one
another by exchanging goods and by
encouraging their respective territorial
aggrandisements. This had already
been revealed, in particular by
Kravchenko, in his book I Chose
Freedom (see Freedom, 15/11/47).
They show that Soviet and Ger
man leaders and diplomats exchanged
congratulations, compliments
and
toasts. But didn’t we have photo
graphs of them shaking hands and
smiling at one another? One could
readily imagine that the usual com
pliments had been exchanged.
They show further that Litvinov
was sacked and replaced by Molotov
because the former was in favour of
an anti-fascist alliance and a Jew, not
a very suitable envoy to send to
Germany. This also had been pointed
out long ago.

w ar
formed . . . In a judgment of conditions
here the Soviet Government has always
previously been able in a masterly fashion
to influence the attitude of the population
in the direction which it has desired, and
it is not being sparing this time either
of the necessary propaganda.”

This also is no “revelation”. The
Russian Press and the testimony of
several Russian exiles are there to
prove that there was an immediate
and thorough change of line.
The documents also give some in
formation which is not of the kind to
hit the headlines but which is perhaps
more important than the more publi
cised one. In December, 1939, for
example, when Hitler gave the order
to expel thousands of Jews from
German-occupied Poland into the
Soviet sphere, the Russians sent the
Jews back to German-held territory.
This will seem an incredible story to
those who see in Stalin the defender
of the persecuted Jewish people but
some of these Jews have survived and
they could have told their tragic
experience if anybody had been ready
to listen to them. But nowadays
human suffering does not count unless
it is related in secret documents. The
victims of Russia’s senseless act whose
sufferings make such good propaganda
material for the U.S. are now in D.P.
camps in Germany. They can die of
starvation and despair; the world does
not care, but they have achieved im
mortality in the published records
and, supreme irony, they are used as
fodder in the propaganda for another
war.
M .L .B .
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gloomy consternation.
It was like a
decisive symbol of the powerless of all
good will, of all idealism, to stand be
tween war and mankind, or between man
his own stupidity, or between man and
his sins. In the assassination of the
Mahatma was seen one of the magical
signs which precede the vast annihilation
of lives and hopes. There was in Gandhi
something of the “fakir” and something
of' the charlatan: that was one more
reason why the crowd, fond of medicine
men, of good or bad wizards, should have
believed in his white magic and hope for
the victory of that magic over the black
magic of those who let loose hatred. And
then the man fell, killed like a nobody.
And the sole visible chance of pacification
between India and Pakistan fell with him.
How could one doubt, after that, of the
approaching war between America and
the U .S.S.R. and of the “civil war” of
the French between themselves in the
cause of the two imperialisms? And then,
who killed Gandhi? A secret agent of
Stalin, or an anti-Communist? “They
are everywhere! ”
One chance remained for those spirits
who only despair with difficulty. M artyrs
make miracles*, but usually after their
death. And what if the corpse of Gandhi
could do what Gandhi alive had not
succeeded in doing?
For these stubborn hopers, and for
everybody, the story of the funeral
ceremony was disheartening. All these
absurd rites performed around the pyre
by the Nehrus and Patels infected by their
caste amounted to nothing. Then, the
blindly adoring crowd threw themselves
on the still burning pyre. Perhaps all
was not yet lost for the miracle? Alas,
it was a fray of the disciples among them
selves, complicated by police, infantry and
cavalry charges, with N ehru himself
striking the heads of the “profaners” . . .
The ashes of the apostle of non-violence
were trodden under the feet of the
thousands of his fanatical partisans,
falling on other thousands of his en
thusiastic zealots; The people freed by
the sage slaughtered each other, the
friends of the dead man took each other
by the throat. The affair of Golgotha

was beginning again!
This is an approximate descriptio* 01
the climate of that last week of January
in France; but I have neglected m ore than
one fact which has contributed to create
that kind of somnambulistic state where
one can be astonished by nothing.
I have not spoken of the strange farce
of the trial of Juanovici, in which nothing
goes on, in which one loses all feeling of
the existence of any law, morality or
truth whatever; in which one of the five
or six men who know the truth about the
Comintern, the Gestapo, the G .P.U ., the
Suret!6 Generale and all the bands of
killers with exchangeable labels who
juggle with passports and millions, is he
who jests with buttoned foils with the
magistrates, as if it was a question of
a simple misdemeanour, of the lack of a
bicycle number plate or of a carpet
shaken in the street after ten o’clock in
the morning.

France and Bevin
N or have I said anything of the curious
impression created by the fact that the
words of Bevin, his propositions, the
power of England put wholly into the
balance in order to decide our country to
join a Western European bloc, have had
no more effect than the wind on
the decisions of M . Rene Mayer, and of
his government, and of the chamber, any
more than have the feelings, the interests
or the wishes of France herself. Clearly)
among us, events obey decisions from afar,
from another continent.
In all, one had the impression of being
in an aeroplane whose pilot holds the
levers for fun, while the controls only
obey a distant directing post, and we
thought: Have we got to that!
Well, yes, we have got to that. I t can’t
be helped— the planes built in France
since 1945 can’t fly, or when they manage
to take-off, the wheels won’t come down
when they land, or else they bum three
engines out of four after one hour of
flight. Nobody wants to pilot them, so
the newspapers tell us.
We have then to rely on piloting by
remote control— it’s an American in
vention—they say it works!
A. P runier.

T h e N a v y I11 S p a i n

The Soviet Government tried its
best to make the pact palatable to
the Russian people because, in the
words of the German Ambassador in
Moscow; in his report of Sept. 6th5

O ur young comrade, George Melly,
who has recently been' discharged from the
Navy, has sent us this account of a visit
to Spain which does not seem to have
produced the impression expected by the
Spanish Government. Even seen through
an ‘Alcoholic mist* Spain remains a land
of oppression arid squalid poverty. May
this serve as an introduction to the
thousands of tourists Spain is hoping ig
attract in the pear future.

“T he sudden alteration in the policy of
the Soviet Government, after years of
propaganda directed expressly against
G erm an aggressors, is still not very well
understood by the population. Especially
the statements of official agitators to the
effect th at Germ any is no longer an
aggressor run up against considerable
doubt. T he Soviet Government is doing
everything to change the attitude of the
population here towards Germany. The
press is as though it had been trans

VJ^THILE the Home Fleet was at
Gibraltar in the Spring of last'
year, a six-guinea trip to Seville was made
available for officers and men, presum
ably at the invitation of the Spanish
Government who were trying hard at the
time to be reinstated in the international
game of chess. Six guineas is at least
a fortnight’s pay to the average sailor,
and in this way democracy was honoured,
yet the possibility of too many of the
lower deck disgracing our country in the

Greater Effort Needed
W e know that w ith the in
creased cost of living, the greater
scarcity of spare cash, and the
continual appeals for support
from struggling causes of every
kind, it is not always easy to
find a little extra cash for another
cause.
Y et the need for food in Ger
many is still so intense that it
should be a first priority on
everybody's spare cash. Many of
our comrades, w ith years of
concentration camp or imprison
ment behind them, are still
starving, still in need of clothes,
and in need, as much as anything
else, of the feeling of solidarity
that comes with the arrival of
even a small parcel from com
rades outside Germany. Some
of them have large families to
support— a Bavarian comrade on
our lists has ten children to keep,
as w ell as him self and his w ife,
and a six-pound parcel of food
does not go very far among so
many mouths!
In the past four weeks, since
the last appeal, w e have received
just over £12 in cash, but £10
of that came from a single

The Fortnight in Paris

generous gift, and the number of
contributions has decreased.
Also, there has been a marked
fall in the amount of food
received. Unless comrades can
send * us more rationed goods,
even in small quantities at a time,
it will be difficult for us to ex
pand in any way, since the
amount which the members of
the Freedom Press Group can
spare from their own rations can
not be stretched indefinitely*
Please send us cash, food and
old clothes as often as you can.
It does not matter if the
quantities are small; the regu
larity of the gifts and the number
of people who make them are
what matter.
So far w e have sent 46 food
parcels and 18 clothes parcels;
help us to make this a weekly
figure, and then to increase it
beyond that!
Contributions received: A .E .H .
5 /-; H .C.M . £1; A.D.W . 2 /6 ;
per Freedom Press 1 /3 ; R.A.B.
3 /9 ;
R.A.B.
1 0 /-;
H .A .A .
1 0 /-; A.R.L. £10.
Previously
acknowledged £ 1 6 / 1 / 0 .
Total
£ 2 8 /1 3 /6 .

eyes of the refined and sensitive
Phalangists was removed. However, even
if the price had been a sixth of what it
was, not many would have accepted.
Drink was available, on the Rock, and
most sailors are intimidated in the
presence of officers which is, of course, a
great help to the preservation of

discipline

Nevertheless, I and my friend, Tom
P ash , who were eager to see what was
going on, wrote home for or borrowed
the money and put our names down on
the list Ifr the padre’s cabin, the centre of
all cultural activity (even gramophone
recitals were held in the chapel). Another
difficulty was that civilian clothing had to
be worn, and on the battleship D uke of
Y ork, to which I was temporarily on loan,
no arrangements were made. O n my real
ship, the Dido, a cruiser also at G ibraltar,
the officers lent their suits. The smaller
the ship the more human and reasonable
it is, and the same is true of every unit
in life. Tom and I improvised by wearing
a form of naval working rig consisting of
a light blue shirt and dark blue canvas
trousers. Realizing that this would appear
grotesque among the regiment of Harris
Tweed, I added a yellow tie and red beret
to make it appear deliberately so.

Entering Spain
It was a very fine morning. We waited
on the jetty until all the ship’s boats
arrived. We climbed into two buses with
automatic doors, the pride of the guide
and driver, and started for the frontier.
Crossing No M an’s Land with its teeth
of flags, we entered Spain. There were
a great many soldiers in uniforms the
colour of dung; the privates slovenly and
surly, the officers arrogant and officious.
An old peasant with a donkey, its panniers
full of rags and papers, was stopped by
one of these fellows who emptied them
onto the ground, scattered them with his
jackboot, and walked on. The man, with
a depressing but understandable im
passivity, began to collect them patiently.
We drove round the bay. A t our first
halt, the guide Jos& told us to stretch
our legs. There were more soldiers, the
droppings of diseased birds. The police
wear coal-scuttle helmets which give the
air of musical comedy until one remem
bers the many arrests and executions. I
cannot believe Fascism to be natural to
Spain; the official photographs and
portraits of Franco are in shocking taste
and in complete contrast to everything
else.
As we drove on through Andalusia,
G. and I discussed the well-meaning but
ineffectual efforts of the English intelli
gentsia during the civil war. British in
tellectuals are tolerated if they behave,
and may even finish up with jobs in the
civil service! Beaverbrook and Co. safely
inoculate the people of our country from
any contamination by reinforcing the

resentment against “highbrows”, and
meanwhile the agents of armament in
dustries move undisturbed behind a daily
curtain of sports results and sexual
murders. The poems and articles on
Spain were the equivalents of the plaintive
squeaks of Lear’s D ong with the
Luminous Nose. I can remember no
powerful National indignation. “W hat’s
Spain to us?” was tl*s ujual line taken.
We stopped at an inn! to relieve our
selves, and an amusing English scene took
place. 1 In the empty yard were two
lavatories,, one m arked fOv#alleros’ and
tKe'
A queue of aDour
thirty people soFeniElv formed outside the
former, many hopping from one foot to
the other with strain.
We stopped again at a small town for
a glass of wine. The drink was cheap,
but a steak sandwich was a prohibitive
price. We were mobbed by children beg
ging for money and cigarettes. They were
dressed in rags and very thin, their hair
shaved close to skulls covered with scabs
and bald patches.

Sherry and Crocodiles
A t Jerez we were shown over a sherry
factory belonging to the M arquis de
Merito. A t the entrance to the estate
were two wire cages, one of crocodiles, the
other of budgerigars (the Fascists and the
aristocracy).' The crocodiles were fed on
asses’ meat. \ The white buildings were
deserted, as it was siesta. We walked
between great vats, armies of bottles and
through the yards where the barrels were
made. Real American oak is used for
this, we were proudly assured, very ex
pensive real American oak!
On a table in a cleared space a t the
end of one ofv the buildings were many
dishes of stuffed olives, fragments of
cheese, anchovies and savoury biscuits.
There were some pretty women in
Andalusian costume who served us with
sherry, dry, pale and sweet, and when we
had drunk, pressed us to more. I t was
evident that the government wished us to
see the country through an alcoholic mist.
O n the backs of some huge casts which
lined the walls were photographs of
previous De Meritos. The enlargement
had given them a curious leprous texture.
In one of them the present M arquis as
a small boy in a sailor suit, played w ith a
small barrel. He appeared in person a
little later, sleek and urbane in an
American suit, and stood to one side of
the party, smiling blandly. As we left
each of us was presented with three
sample bottles of sherry, a bottle of
brandy, a bottle-opener and an ash tray.
We lunched at Jerez at the “Two
Swans”, a modern hotel in universal and
negative good taste. The food on top
of the wine had a disastrous effect on
many people and the ship’s doctor’s meal
was constantly^ being interrupted. A fter
( C ontinued on page 7)
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RESPONSIBILITY OF
A R T A N D R E S P O N S IB IL IT Y ,
by Alex Comfort.
(Falcon
Press, 7 / 6 .)
'T H IS little book (90 pages) con
sists of four separate essays, but
the title Art and Social Responsibility,
is well chosen for it is definitely the
basic theme of the collection.
The subject itself, the position of
the artist in society is, of course, an
old one that almost every generation
re-examines in the light of the social
environment in which it finds itself.
The matter used to be thrashed out
under the title of ‘Art and Morality’,
that is the relation of aesthetics to
ethics, and it is true that the dis
sertations of, say, the latter half of the
nineteenth century appear now to have
had at times a largely academic
interest. That is not so now.
Under liberal capitalism it was pos
sible to take the view that the artist
merely portrayed what he saw and felt
as an end in itself, for the sheer fun
of doing so.
The concept of the
artist as observer however, pre- .
supposed a considerable economic
and social detachment from what he
observed and above all that society,
and more particularly the State, per
mitted him to remain detached.
The modern, totalitarian State does not
allow, and of its nature cannot allow,
neutral observers. Rather must it take
the stand that he who is not with it is
against it.
^Nowadays, the artist, as well as the
scientist and also that entire class of
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much abused persons known as intellec
tuals, are forced to take a very definite
attitude to society and its goings on. The
last war made that abundantly clear. As
recently as the first world war it was sdll
possible for writers like James Joyce, W.
B. Yeats, Thomas M ann, J. M. M urry
and D. H. Lawrence to retire to quiet
corners and carry on with the work of
their choice relatively unmolested by a
society too busily engaged in the process
of self-annihilation to take much notice
of them. In the last war no writers or
ardsts were allowed that privilege.

Taking a Decision
Faced with the horrible necessity of
taking a decision, most artists and intel
lectuals decided to sell their birthright to
the Government in return for being per
mitted to keep out of the armed forces.
Others, to the accompaniment of almost
hysterical self-justifications, at least had
the guts to go and do some of the dirty
work that the war against fascism un
fortunately entailed. A very few, among
them Alex Comfort, refused to have
anything to do with the whole rotten
business.
These essays show why Comfort took
that position and they should be of con
siderable interest to many people who
make no pretence to being artists, for in
the last resort the relation of the artist
to society is the same, in its problems and
conflicts, as that of every responsible in
dividual. The artist is by the nature of
his work compelled to be an independent,
integrated individual, and his position is
the same in that respect as every person
who thinks and acts on his own con
sidered judgment. A nd here one might
suggest that the reader of A rt and Social
Responsibility could also read Poetry
and Anarchism by Herbert Read, by whom
Alex Comfort has obviously been con
siderably influenced.

The
Ideology of Romanticism
In effect these four essays are a plea
for, and a justification of, the ideology of
romanticism which, as Comfort points
out, is not so much a style of writing as
an attitude to life and society. It should,
however, perhaps be mentioned that what
Comfort means by romanticism, when
he uses the term as the antithesis of
classicism, is not what the majority of
people mean by romanticism.
T hat is not to imply that he is giving
the word a new and ultra-subtle interpre
tation— after all the word anarchism is
still in most people’s minds virtually
synonymous with terrorism; rather does
he cleanse the word of its modern per
version and bring out its original mean
ing which, as Comfort rightly maintains,
has always been essentially that of
protest.
“N o creative activity is free from the
sense of protest. It is the sole way open
to man of protesting against his destiny/*
And later he adds the important rider that
“the essential feature is that for the
moment and for the creator the problem
is insoluble—if it is not, then the outlet
is rather in solving it by action than in
creative expression.” (Henry Miller has
on several occasions also expressed the
same idea.)

The Individual and the
Group
In folk^art, in songs and ballads, the
element of protests is directed primarily
against the social environment (the Blues
for instance), while for the individual
artist the impermanence of life and the
limitations and frustrations of human
existence usually form the main theme of
protest. But the dynamic of all romantic
art comes in the first instance from the

sense of insufficiency; it is essentially a
protest.
For the ordinary reader of this book,
however, its value lies mainly in helping
to clarify the position of the individual
towards an increasingly irresponsible and
barbarian society. W hat is our attitude to
be and what can we do? And Comfort
replies that we can at least refuse to do
what we know to be wrong. The last
essay, “The End of a W ar”, is a plea
for individual responsibility and the
courage of disobedience.
“ In future, our responsibilities are to
our fellow-men, not to society . . .
Barbarism is a flight from responsibility,
an attempt to exercise it towards a non
existent scare-crow rather than to real
people. The furious obedience of the
Good Citizens is basically irresponsible.*’
It follows from this that the concept
of the class war, while in part valid, is
under present conditions insufficient and
by itself something of an anachronism.
•‘T he war is not between classes. The
war it at root between individuals and
barbarian society.’* T hat seems to me
important. It is a shifting of the res
ponsibility for the workers to blame every
thing on to the wicked capitalists as long
as they themselves continue ^ to behave
in a blind, obedient and basically irres
ponsible manner.
Wilhelm Reich, in
cidentally, expressed the same idea when
he wrote. “ I t is not a m atter of *class
struggles' between proletariat and bour
geoisie, as a mechanistic theoretical
sociology would make us believe . . . The
social struggles of to-day, to reduce it
to its simplest formula, are between the
interests safeguarding and affirming life on
the one hand, and the interests destroy
ing and suppressing life on the other.”
“The only final safeguard of freedom,”
says Comfort, “is the ultimate willingness
of the individual to disobey.”

A Domain Still Unexplored
T H E D O M A IN O F ID E O L O  second category, is in practice as violently fications by which the individual develops
authoritarian as any regime of the right. his own ideological attitude, and makes no
G IE S by Harold Walsby. While
in Spain, far from anarchism be detailed examination of the functioning of
ing an intellectual grouping, it was and mass ideologies, which one would have
(M acLellan, 1 0 /6 .)
still be the largest movement in the
thought the most interesting and fruitful
'T H E study of ideologies, those may
country.
aspect of his subject.
M uch of his
constructions of mingled rational
reasoning is suspect, being largely marred
Mr. Walsby bases much of his criticism by mere sophistry and philosophical jug
and emotional concepts, of social
theory and demagogic appeal, by of the extreme left on their alleged gling. Here is a typical example of the
assumptions (a) that the masses can ulti kind of illogicality into which he leads
which political groups seek to per mately
be won to complete rationality, himself by this means:
suade the ordinary man into accepting and (b) that all human motives are sub
their doctrines, is in an extremely ject to economic determination. He in
“Every act of ‘taking’ or separation
is also, at the same time, act of
embryonic state, and so far there has cludes the anarchists in this category. But
‘giving* or association. For example,
anarchists have, in fact, except for
been no adequate and systematic the
Godwin in his early stage, never held that
the act of giving consent is at once
study of this subject. Mr. Walsby’s man is wholly to be governed by rational
the same thing as taking or accepting
a request; my taking possession of an
little book does little more than raise considerations; they have always pointed
to
the
strong
emotional
and
instinctual
article is precisely the act of my giving
a number of the issues involved, and
in the urge towards freedom, and,
it an owner; if I give something away
does not proceed very far towards element
from Proudhon and Bakunin onwards,
then I take leave of it; taking a person
their solution. Indeed, as often as have contended that it was by a m in g lin g
indoors is the same as giving him
entrance/*
not, he merely adds to the already of reasoning and these instinctive urges
that a mass movement towards liberation
existing confusion.
was always impelled.
Which, in reality, means nothing more
than that the English language sometimes
The first part of The Domain of
Furthermore, the anarchists have also uses words in an odd way.
Ideologies consists of an analysis of
contended,
against the liberal and Marxist
political and social tendencies, which
There is a similarly unfruitful dis
philosophers alike, that man is not wholly
is already drawn into the realms of dominated by economic demands. For cussion around the question of deter
unreality by a more or less arbitrary instance, it is possible to conceive a des minism. Air. Walsby rightly points out
that resistances to limitations produce a
distinction between “mass groups and potism th at provides for all man’s natural
urge towards freedom from limit
material
needs,
but
it
is
certain
that
men
intellectual groups”. The author con
ation. He then takes this to be a proof
would still struggle for freedom from the
tends that there is a hierarchy of con domination of authority.
of self-determinism. But, so far as I can
see, it really takes us no further in the old
sciousness and intellect among the
controversy of free-will and determinism,
people, rising in a pyramidal structure
M r. Walsby bases his hieratic theories
since the limitation might be held to be
from the conservative mass to the on the belief that evolution is not towards the cause of the resistance, and a t best,
homogeneity,
but
towards
increased
differ
upper crust of individualist and pro
M r. Walby’s arguments bring us to the
entiation. T h at is a theory with which old logical chestnut of “which came first,
gressive intellectuals. Conservatism, one
cannot reasonably disagree, but the
fascism, nazism, even, to an extent, fact that men are becoming more hetero the chicken or the egg?”
liberalism, are in his eyes doctrines genous in their natures does not mean that
Nevertheless, it is this instinct towards
which arise out of the inherent back they can be assessed according to levels resistance and freedom, which Pavlov
of consciousness. They will have dif
wardness of the masses; socialism, ferent kinds of consciousness, but that found even among his dogs, that provides
the motive force for genuine revolutionary
communism and anarchism are doc does not mean that the intellectual is movements.
If M r. Walsby had dealt
trines of the intellectual minority. He necessarily any more sound in his social longer on this subject he might have
ideas
than
a
worker.
The
worker
who
makes a diagram, unsupported by
developed some ideas of real ideological
judges his immediate surroundings and
objective evidence, which shows the sets about to rectify them by direct action value; he would probably also have had
abandon his hieratic ideas of social con
base of the pyramid occupied by the is as realistic, as progressive, as liber to
sciousness, since all men, underneath their
people supporting “Political Col tarian, as the leftist intellectual. Mr. layers of conditioning, have this urge to
lectivism and Economic Individual Walsby’s assumptions on this point are wards freedom, which at times of crisis
clearly divorced from any factual know
ism”
(or authoritarianism
and ledge of militant movements of rebellion often comes to the surface and expresses
in a genuinely libertarian mass
capitalism) and the narrow apex among the rank-and-file workers. A n itself
movement. The problem for the revolu
occupied by the intellectual minority admission of the increasing differentiation tionary is how to give this urge the
supporting “Political Individualism of evolving man is surely an argument rational basis that will prevent the move
a libertarian society that will be suffi
ment it initiates from falling back into
and Economic Collectivism” (or for
ciently elastic to allow for such variations,
forms after the first impulse
libertarianism and common ownership rather than for a hieratic and therefore reactionary
has passed.
It is a problem which
authoritarian idea of social development.
of the means of production).
has been solved only partially and
Even a cursory examination of the
facts shows this to be a gross over-,
simplification.
Fascism and Nazism,
which he included in the first group, both
contain strong tendencies towards one
form of Economic Collectivism (state
capitalism as against individual capital
ism); Communism, which he places in the

The second part of the book, “Ideo
logical Structure and Development” does
little more thAn sketch an attitude. Mr.
Walsby sets out, by a liberal use of
Pavlov’s theories of conditioning, to deter
mine the anatomy of ideological form
ation, but he does little more than suggest
the pattern of resistances and indenti-

temporarily, even in Spain.
But of this problem M r. Walsby’s
book gives us no solution, and The
Domain of Ideologies remains a series of
valid and invalid suggestions on a subject
that still waits for adequate research.
G eo rg e W o o d c o c k .

Comfort deals with what it in f^y
case a very controversial subject, and hit
burning indignation sometimes cause*! him
to write with a certain student-like dog
matism that those who are not in com
plete agreement with him may | 5is4
rather irritating. Nevertheless, this is tn
extremely able contribution to an trcN
presen t problem and one that is especially
urgent just now.
G erald V au gh an

A CLASSIC OF
R E BE L L IO N
T H E P R O M E T H E U S BOUND OF
JE SC H Y L U S, tn a ila tc d
by Rex
W arner.

(B o d ley H ead, 6 /«.)

p R O M E T H E U S , the Titan, who defied
Zeus, king of the Gods, and save men
fire and the arts of life, being afterwards
condemned to eternal torture for his
disobedience, is the classic symbol of
rebellion in antique mythology. AUchyhu,
the most unorthodox of the Greek
dramatists, chose it for the subject at one
of his greatest plays, Promeiheui Bound,
in which, while keeping nominally to the
canons of the Greek religion, he contrived
to build up the rebellious Prometheus
as the dominant figure, in the same way
as M ilton elevated Satan's rebellion above
the tyranny of God.
Rex W arner, the author of The
Aerodrome, has written a new translation
of this play, in which modern phraseology,
pointing the implications of such a play
to our own problems of dictatorship and
freedom, is combined with a good classical
scholarship.
It is worth reading, sot
only for its merits, but also because the
play of /Elschylus was the basis on Which
Shelley wrote what is perhaps the greatest
of all libertarian poems, Prometheus
Unbound, in which he directly linked the
classical myth of the rebellion of
Prometheus with the hum an struggle for
liberty which it symbolised in his mind.
■ H H H k
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Readers9 Groups
D ear C o m r a d e s,

Political D iscrim in a tio n

I read with some perturbation your
comments on the lack of interest dis
played by readers in the distribution of
Freedom. One of the causes of this can
be found in the feeling of isolation and
futility engendered by the absence of
contact between individual readers.
I
therefore suggest the formation of local
reader’s committees by interested com
rades to maintain relations Between
readers and to organise the distribution of
Freedom in their locality. These com
mittees would not only assist in relieveing
the strain endured by comrades who
single-handedly attem pt to distribute and
popularise the paper, b ut would serve the
purpose of forming selling squads to
cover local political or social meetings and
also to collect news-items of libertarian
value. A n example of such activity is
provided by our local Trotskyists and
I.L .P. who regularly cover meetings of
importance and thus obtain for their res
pective papers a larger circulation than
would otherwise be had by ordinary
sales.
The committee I have advocated could
be formed in districts where there are
pnly three or four active comrades and
would in no way interfere with the
personal contact maintained by regular
readers with Freedom Press. Directing
their attention towards the regular-readerto-be contained in the larger body of accasional readers, they would thus facilitate
a bigger circulation of Freedom and help
in the building of a stronger anarchist
movement.
Yours fraternally,
Birmingham, 14.
S.E.P.

T h e N avy in Spain
( C ontinued from page 5 )
a cigar, I walked through die town fol
lowed, like a pied piper, by a great many
children among whom I had been foolish
enough to distribute some small coins.
L ater in the day, a lieutenant approached,
and asked me to “pass it on to the lads”
not to get too drunk as we were probably
all thought to be naval officers and
m ustn’t let the side down! H e told me
that apparently some Spanish army
officers had seen one of the party walking
through the streets surrounded by slum
children and commented unfavourably to
the guide.

a concern, especially one as reactionary
as to be pursuing research into the subject
It seems to me that in your comment
of ‘guided missiles’, were to tolerate within
upon the resignation of Ian Hutcheon
and Dudley Spalding from the Govern
its compass a m an whose intention,
ment guided missile research station at
publicly expressed insofar as he is a
Westcott, you touch briefly, and I am
communist, is to use all means at his
afraid, one sidedly, upon a question which
disposal to cause the downfall of the said
is of great importance and well worthy of
concern?
. ,
consideration in your columns. Namely,
Personally, I am sympathetic to the
to what extent is political discrimination
anarchist beliefs, and consequently I am
justified? Judging by the remarks in the
violently opposed to any such work as
article referred to you would say
‘guided missile* research on the grounds
categorically, “N ot at all.”
of it being anti-social, etc., b ut since the
work is being done I see every reason why
Let us consider this point in the light
a communist should not be employed.
of the effect of a m an’s beliefs upon his
I find it hard to believe that if the
actions. T o take the extreme case, I am
world contained a large community living
sure you will agree that a truly religious
according to Anarchist principles, and the
man will never act in opposition to his
rest of the world lived much as it does
principles. Communism as preached in
now, nothing more than a statement of
the
world
to-day— an unfortunately
good faith would be required before a
fanatical affair— has all the qualities of a
man was allowed to join the anarchist
religion.
community; it seems little more than a
Perm it me now to quote from A. A.
m atter of logic and self-preservation.
Zhdanov, speaking I imagine, with the
I t will interest you to know th at Ian
utmost authority at the meeting of the
H utcheon holds the view th at there is
Nine Communist Parties in Poland in
every reason for his non-retention at
September, 1947. H e says:
Westcott, simply because he was a com
“ The reactionary, imperialist elements
munist; his ground for protest, as I tried
thoughout the world, especially in Britain,
to point out before, was th at the M inistry
the U nited States and France placed
did not inform him, presumably with the
special hopes on Germany and Japan . . .
reason that if an official admittance of
in the first place as a force most capable
political discrimination were given a out
of dealing a blow to the Soviet U nion . . . cry would result. I hardly think th at any
secondly, as a force capable of smashing
one will, in fact deny th at a great deal
the revolutionary working class and demo
of political discrimination is going on
cratic movement . . .” etc., etc. T hus it
to-day, and I would question whether it is
is apparent that we are in the forefront
completely unjustified.
of the imperialist, reactionary powers . . .
I feel th a t the whole question of dis
A gain:
. . the Communist Parties
crimination— further examples were given
must head the resistance to the plans of
in the same article— is not quite as simple
the imperialist expansion and aggression
as m ight appear at first sight; it is so
pursuing all paths— State, economic and
very easy to take the obvious, and of
ideological; they must rally and unite their
course, strictly ethical, side of the injured
efforts on the basis of a common anti
party.
How many questions in this
imperialist and democratic platform and
stran g e• and complex world of ours
gather around themselves all the demo
perm it of Solution by the *process of
cratic and patriotic forces of tbe people.”
‘simple’ recourse to ethical and moral
T hus it seems self-evident to me th a t • considerations?
the duty of a Communist, as demonstrated
Yours sincerely,
above and in fact apparent from any of
J e ffr ey W . B ougher.
the teachings of the Leaders, is to fight
W ad ham College, Oxford.
with every means at his command the
works of an ‘imperialist, reactionary*
[See Comment on same subject on p. 8.
country. Surely, it would be illogical if — E d s .]

Excuse me for the delay in renewing
my subscription. Enclosed is P.O. for
6 /-, of which the extra 1 /6 is fo r the
Press Fund.
Sorry I can’t send more at the moment,
but you will be pleased to hear that I
have managed to enrol a new sympathiser
and his subscription will be forthcoming
later in the week.
We hope to be able to send a small
subscription each month in future for the
Press Fund and possibly a little to help
the comrades in Germany. As we are
only “Workers”, we cannot send as much
as we would like, but we can at least
go without an extra pint of beer at week
ends in order to help a little.
Mansfield, N otts.
J.L.

A fter an enormous dinner (I had not
seen a well-fed child all day) we went
into the streets. Posters advertised a film
on the life of Christ. H is face, drawn
with a flavour of cubism, reccurred every
few hundred yards. W hat a repulsive
sight Franco on his knees m ust be. We
went to a brothel from curiosity, for we
had been unable to change any money
that night. M adam was dressed in black
and wore between her large breasts a
silver crucifix. The girls were pretty and
asked for cigarettes. O n the walls were
the heads of long-dead bulls. W e went
to bed rather drunk.

POOR VIEW

GRATEFUL EMPIRE

NEW PURGE

D ear F r ie n d s ,

T he Presidential Race is warming up,
b ut a Michigan postman takes a poor view
of th$ whole thing. H e admits destroying
a hundred political circulars because
“ there’s too much o f th at stuff in the
mails.”
Daily Express, 6 /2 /4 8 .

DOES PRISON REFORM ?
John William Slater (23), a seaman, of
Francis Street, South Shields, was sen
tenced to death by M r. Justice Byrne, at
D urham Assizes yesterday, for the murder
of Norman Easton, a fellow prisoner in
D urham Gaol, on December 3rd.
In
a dying deposition, Easton was said to
have stated that he refused a request by
Slater to conceal tobacco and Slater
attacked him.
W hen called upon to plead, Slater
answered, “ I say nothing,” and the Judge
directed that a plea of not guilty should
be entered.
D r. Penry Williams, D urham Prison
medical officer, said that when Slater was
giving him his account of what happened
“he gave one reason for his present
position that he lost his temper” , and
added, “A wicked voice told me to do
it.” He found no sign that Slater was
suffering from a disease of the mind.
M anchester Guardian, 5/2 /4 8 .

FROM BAD TO WORSE
Having heard the T hird Programme
transmit some of the riper lines. of
Chaucer, listeners will be surprised to
learn the B.B.C. have insisted that the
song, “Hold it Joe”— sung by Pat
Kirkwood in the revue “ Starlight Roof
be revised before it is broadcast.
The song deals with the adventures of
an English girl who went to South
America for romance. H ere is a typical
.revision:
Original.— Hold it Joe, hold it Joe,
I’m not that kind of girl you know.
Revised.— Hold it Joe, hold it Joe,
Take it easy and don't let go.
Evening Standard, 3 1 /1 /4 8 .

It sounds rather worse to us in the
revised version and we intend to send
an indignant protest to the B.B.C.

STAY-IN STRIKENEW VERSION
In
Pittsburgh,
A .F.L.
restaurant
workers tried a new strike technique. One
noontime, they padlocked a Brass Rail
lunchroom, held 28 customers imprisoned
for (35 minutes.
Tim e 2 /2 /4 8 .

WHAT'S THE COUNTRY
COM ING T O ?
M r. Marlowe (Cons., Brighton), asking
the Chancellor about judges’ salaries, said
in the Commons this afternoon:
“ Is he aware a judge trying a prisoner
at the Old Bailey, whom he released on
bail, found himself sitting on the bus with
the prisoner going home?”
Evening News, 10/2/48.

A n Example
C o m r a d e s,

Prejudice against British products in
British Guiana is so great that our ex
porters are being asked to mark their
goods “Made in Argentina”, says the
Mayor of Morecambe, Councillor N . L.
Nevison.
T he Mayor, who is managing director
of Souplex Ltd., told a meeting on
Saturday: “W e refused to do so but
eventually agreed to leave out the custom
ary mark of ‘Made in England!.”
D aily Herald, 9 /2 /4 8 .

Anarchist Colours
We reached Seville in the late after
noon and were accommodated a t the Hotel
M adrid. A part from the inevitable photo
graph of the Generalissimo over the
reception desk, nothing appeared to have
changed in the last fifty years. Elderly
maids in white mob caps and aprons were
sweeping the corridors and very large,
bad genre paintings covered the dark
walls. We shared in pairs a bedroom,
bathroom and reception room. Before
dinner we went into the bar. In there
was a Fascist major who could speak
English. H e stared angrily at Tom and I
and said something to the barm an and then
to the British officers with whom he was
drinking. One of them said, “The major
says you are wearing anarchist uniforms,
and wanted you thrown out. I explained
it was just a coincidence.” T he major
clicked his heels and treated us to a little
bofa. “ I t is disturbing to see the uniform
of our enemies,” he said,- “please accept
m y apologies.” We were very pleased
with this incident. T o walk about Seville
in anarchist Uniforms seemed a fine
prospect.

Next morning, floating in the wash

Nikolai Rychkov, M inister of Justice, was
sacked to-day by decree of the Supreme
Soviet because “he is unable to cope
with the work” .
T he president of the Committee on A rt,
Mikhail Khrapchenko, is also dismissed
“for failing to ensure correct guidance
Over the committee” . This follows Press
criticism of tendencies to follow “foreign
and bourgeois” influences.
D aily Express, 6 /2 /4 8 .

basin, I found a withered carnation and
a dgar-stub. A fter a light breakfast, we
were taken sight-seeing. The buses had
broken down so we walked through the
rain ^to the Cathedral, an impressive
building, for the most part of great
simplicity. A huge block of altars take
up the centre of the floor, their images
varying to suit all tastes, beautiful Gothic
madonnas standing next to Victorian wax
dolls, all with their candles burning,
burning.
In
a
very fine
chapel
the guide told us “ that all the high-up
peoples is married.
General Franco’s
daughter she is married here.”
I hate
M urillo, the Disney of his age, and the
only well-known painter whose works we
were shown.
From time to time a
bell rang and the women scrubbing the
pavements crossed themselves devoutly
until a second bell allowed them to con
tinue scrubbing.
Here and there are
enormous pop-eyed figures used in the
festivals. O n these occasions choirboys
wearing scarlet surplices by special dis
pensation, dance before the altars, and
yet the incongruity does not affect the
sense of power. Clever Franco to embrace
M ama Church. The alliance of priest
and politician for the oppression of a
people is disgusting. As G. said, the
church may have won the war.

Spanish Carnations
A fter some shopping, G . and I sat
down for a drink and two men offered to
shine our shoes.
Realizing we were
foreigners, they removed the heels, added
new ones and charged us eight shillings
each. Luckily, the guide rescued us. H e
told us a story. “These men cheat any
one, even the Spanish people. A man
say to a friend of mine, ‘I am gardener >
to the Bishop of Seville. Here are some
seeds of the most beautiful carnations in
the world.’ H e buy them, he plant them.
U p come not one carnation, just a lot of
dirty grass!”
There are others who
cheat even the Spanish people and not
one carnation comes up either.
A fter lunch, we were driven slowly past
some grandiose public buildings, adnuttedly in better taste than the G erm an or
Russian equivalents. The usual cries of
‘Franco seenis to be doing a lot for
Spain’ went up o n ' all sides. T hen we
passed through Andalusia, where they
deistrpyed hopfe, and oh to G ibraltar and
the ships at anchor.
G eorge M e l l y .

DEPT. OF STUPIDITY

T urned away from his town’s £10,000
swimming pool, a Montgomery (West
Virginia) Negro has invoked Federal
law and won a fight to compel the town
council to admit coloured bathers.
T he Negro, Paul Lawrence, was granted
an injunction restraining the council from
denying the use of the pool to him and
other members of his race .
Segregation will, however, be main
tained when the pool opens in sumiper;
Negroes will- use it two or three days a
week andswhites the rest of the week.
N ews Cfironicle, 14/2/48.

ALEXANDER WERTH
REPORTS

BRITAIN' S S.S.

GANDHI'S DEATH—
RUSSIAN VERSION

Air. Shinwell, asked about the alleged
“beating-up” at Walsrode, Hanover, of a
20-year-old student, W erner Kleindienst,
admitted
evidence
of
“undesirable
methods”, and said that disciplinary action
had been taken against officers and
N.C.O .’s.
W hen it was suggested th at these men
should be sent home as unfit to be in
charge of Germans, M r. Shinwell said:
“ If they are unfit to be in charge of
Germans they are unfit to be in charge of
anybody.”
D aily Express, 11/2/48.

L ast week I quoted Humanite and the
D aily W orker to show that the Com
munists are blaming the British Govern
ment for G andhi’s death.
Since then Moscow radio has broadcast
a more explicit statement attributing the
assassination to “British imperialists who
sought to foment civil strife and prove
India’s inability to govern herself” and en
dorsing the “assumption” in the Com
munist Press that “the British Intelligence
Service directed the murderer’s hand.”
Cummings in News Chronicle, 13/2/48.

DIRECT ACTION ?

GENTLE PACIFISTS

A fter D r. Charles Hill (five children)
had pleaded for bigger families, “if we
are not to become before long a nation of
old people,” Robert Boothby, M .P.,
jumped up at a literary luncheon yesterday
(where two in every three diners were over
50). He cried: “ I am so appalled at what
the radio doctor has told us I am going
straight out to find a wife and found a
family.” H e went off to the House of
Commons.
D aily Express, 30/1/48.

FROM THE HORSE'S
MOUTH
“The House of Lords must be the only
institution in the world which is kept
efficient by the persistent absenteeism of
the great majority of its members.”—
Viscount Samuel.
News Review, 5 /2 /4 8 .

We couldn’t agree more and only wish
absenteeism would spread to • the
House of Commons, Cabinet, Govern
ment Departments, etc.

Moonlight rambling has become quite
a part of Central London G roup activities.
I think it is that rambling has enabled us
to go on talking in fellowship, for we have
always found that there is not enough
time in one evening a week to really know
each other. N ot that talking and walking
is the whole of our rambles, for we have
all felt the deep silencc of the night, the
desire to hear the wind jn the bare trees,
the joy of walking through moonmellowed meadows.
I wish that this
report could just ramble on as we have
done; that I could tell you how beautiful
“The Musicmakers” sounded recited
whilst walking; of coming upon Temple
Gate erected in the moon-beams, such a
lovely surprise; of the spluttering of frostcovered tfood tossed on to our fire at
breakfast one morning.
P.P. U. Journal, Feb., 1948.

EDUCATION

In its current recruiting ads., the U.S.
Air Force boasts that each new cadet will
get training worth $35,000.
This is
$10,000 more than it cost to train a flyer
for W orld W ar II.
Time, 2 /2 /4 8 .

LORD D ER B YPUBLIC DUTY (I)
Lord Derby was a great figure for
whom Englishmen of every class had an
instinctive affection, tinctured by a
lingering respect for the caste the best
traditions of which were exemplified in his
own character.
Inheriting immense wealth, a number of
palaces and a noble name, he preserved
through life • that sense of public duty
which has given us cause to remember
with good will so many men of the same
breed.
News Chronicle, 5 /2/48.

PRIVATE MONEY (II)
Foresight by the late Lord Derby makes
the task of paying his enormous death
duties much easier for his successor.
Twenty years a g o ,' when he sold his
Bootle, Lancashire, estate for £1*750,000,
Lord Derby said:
“ I cannot help realising that on my
death it would be necessary for my son
(the new E arl’s father who died in 1938)
to sell much of my estate in order to
pay the very heavy death duties. There
fore, it was advisable, in his interests as
well as my own, that the sale should take
place in my lifetime, rather than that
there should be a forced sale after my
death.”
Evening Standard, 502/48.

POLICE CAN TEACH
YOU SOMETHING
In Franklin, Pa., proud Police Chief
F. M. Sheffer innocently made out his
year-end report: “Automobiles stolen,
23; recovered, 25. Bicycles stolen, 11;
recovered, 12 . .,
Time, 2 /2 /4 8 .

Here is a pretty arithmetical problem:
, “ I left London for Glasgow. F or six
hours I looked out of the window. Cars,
mbtor-cycles, and bicycles kept passing
our train. Even a good runner could have
run faster.”
Such is one of the
experiences of Britain described in the
current number of Krokodil by a M r.
Mospanov, who says he went to( England
on a Government mission.
The article is entitled “Forms and
K ippers” .
The forms in question are
the five forms which, at different stages
of the journey, the irate Soviet passenger
was asked to fill in by the British. As
for kippers, he did not know at first what
it (or they) was (or were). “ In London
for breakfast I was offered either porridge
or kippers. These sounded alluring dishes,
something exotic, perhaps a cross between
a banana and a coconut. But not a bit
of it! Porridge is simply oatmeal boiled
in milk, and the helping is four spoonfuls.

THE "MANCHESTER
GUARDIAN"
COMMENTS

His views about the speed of the train
between London and Glasgow belong to
the category defined by M ark Tw ain as
“interesting but tough” . H e looked out
of the window for six hours and saw
cars and cycles continually passing the
train; even a good runner could have,
moved faster. W hat he did w ith the rest
of his time on a journey which, at th at
speed, must have lasted several days we
are not told; perhaps he dozed off into
a torpor of malnutrition.
Manchester Guardian, 14/2/48.

SONG OF PARTING

Composer H ans Eisler, an A ustrian
facing deportation for entering America
illegally, is writing for a New York con
cert, in his honour on February 28th,
a work entitled “The Aliens* C antata” .
Daily Express, 10/2/48.
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FREEDOM

DECLINE OF THE
LSMALL PARTIES
H pH E decline of the small left-wing
political parties goes on apace. It
has just been announced that a strongly
supported resolution is to be brought be
fore the annual delegate meeting of
Commonwealth, by which this organis
ation becomes “a movement rather than
a party” and abandons the contesting
of elections.
A n even more significant proposal is
that which the National Council of the
IJL.P. is bringing betore the Easter Con
gress ot the party, proposing the aban
donment of tne contesting of elections,
and the co-operation of individual I.L .P .
members in i^abour P arty work. The
L L.P. leaders apparently think th at the
Labour Party is the only effective field
for Socialist propaganda.
T his is a natural enough development,
since the I.L .P. have notning really con
structive to offer in place ot the Labour
P arty programme. They have criticisms
of policy, but their fundam ental aims,
based on govemmentalism and State
socialism, are no different, and it is diffi
cult to see how the I.L .P ., in the event
of ever gaining power, could pursue
any policy other than th a t of coercion
a t present pursued by the Labour
Government. 1 he recent tiny votes polled
by the I.L .P. candidates at by-elections,
even in constituencies which were former
ly I.LJP. strongholds, show th at in the
eyes of the worxers there is no difference.
T he I.L .P. as an organisation will
evidently decline into just another “pep”
group within the Labour Party, and its
genuine working-class militants are likely
to be faced w ith a radical problem of
how they are to reconcile this w ith
their revolutionary ideas of social re
construction. Y et it is the destination of
the state socialism for which, in the last
resort, the party stands. T h e only altern
atives really open to its members are sup
porting State Socialism as envisaged by the
Labour Party, or abandoning their govern
m ental ideas and advancing to some
genuine libertarian attitude.

UNION OF ANARCHIST GROUPS:
CENTRAL LONDON
Every Sunday a t 7.30 p.m.
A t 8, Endsleigh Gardens, W .C.I.
FEB. 22nd
C harles Duff
introduces his "Handbook on H anging."
FEB. 29th
Tony Gibson
"Anarchism and the Left"
M A R C H 7th
Bert Smith
“ The Last O ven."
A Survey of the Baking fiode.
M A R C H 14th
Jack Gibson
"The Labour Party and the W a r"

HAMPSTEAD
P U B L IC D IS C U S S IO N

M E ET IN G

W E D ., M A R C H 3rd. at 7.30.
Tony Gibson
"Russia and Ourselves"
a t the V IE N N A R E STA U R A N T.
289, Finchley Road, N .W .3
(O pposite Frognal)
Discussion and Questions Invited.
Admission Free.

All enquiries to :—
R . M IL T O N .
79 Plate's Lane. N .W .3

G LASG O W ANARCHIST GROUP
Public Meetings at
C E N T R A L H A L L S . BATH ST.
will be held every Sunday evening.
Speakers :
John G affn ey, Frank Leech, Eddie Shaw.
Doors open 6.30 p.m.

CHORLEY
P U B L IC

LECTU R E

S U N ., FEB. 22nd
A recent observer from Palestine, on
"The Palestine Situation and Successful
Communal Living"
in the O ddfellows Roomi,
9, Cunliffe S t., Chorley, Lancs.
Comm ence at 7 .IS p.m.

Comredes are asked to note the

NEW ADDRESS for
U .A .0 . (Lan cashire):*—*
17, Chester Avenue, Duxbury,
Chorley, Lancs.

C.O. PR O SEC U TED
n p H E persecution of Conscientious Objectors continues after the war, and,
indeed, is no doubt* likely to be intensified
by the present drive to get all workers into
“useful” work.
A recent case is that of a young actor,
Philip John G uard, who was prosecuted
by the M inistry of Labour because he
would not comply with his condition of
taking up “forestry, land work or hospital
work” . G uard contended th at he regarded
his work as an actor as his “best way
of serving the community”, and refused
to accept the ultim atum of the authorities
that he should do his service their way.
T he magistrate gave him a m onth to
“think things over”, b ut G uard seems
determined to maintain his stand, and it
looks as though his imprisonment is
merely delayed.
T his kind of persecution is likely to
grow once again to wartime proportions
under the new labour orders, and the only
way of combatting it is by a really largescale resistance of all who are determined
not to be coerced into fitting in with the
State machine.

M I.5 & T H E SC IENTISTS
X JO LLO W IN G logically on the political
discrimination mentioned in our last
issue against scientific research workers
with Comm unist records, it has apparently
been decided th at M I.5 will “vet” the
records of all scientists employed by the
Government, and recommend the Civil
Service Commission to see th at all “un
desirables” are relegated to d v il posts.
O n the face of it, this is an un
w arrantable interference w ith individual
freedom.
Yet,, for those who retain
governmental ideas and support war, from
whatever point of view, it is only logical.
W ar, and the preparation for war, are
totalitarian, and demand totalitarian
methods. T he Communists who protest
a t such activities are fundamentally in
sincere, since they would clearly approve
them if they were directed, by the
N .K .V .D ., to eliminating “undesirable”
j elements from the military research
organisations of Soviet Russia.
Clearly the only effective answer to
such activities is th at of the scientist who
refuses to take any p art in the military
machine. Compromise of any kind merely
acquiesces in the system which leads in
evitably to such bodies as M I.5 and its
unpleasant activities.

discussions of the M arshall plan. Why it
should be forbidden to discuss the
Marshall plan, or anything else a delegate
wants to discuss, it is difficult to see. But
it is also quite evident that a real struggle
of interests is taking place below the
surface, and that the Communist organis
ations are doing their best to get hold of
the W .F.T.U .
F or the workers it seems immaterial
who controls the organisation; they are
unlikely to benefit either way, and the
only way for them to gain their concrete
aims is to form an international that will
genuinely represent the common interests
of workers throughout the world, and not
the divergencies and petty jealousies of
the bureaucrats who have made good out
of their poverty.

G IBR A LTA R R E FU G E ES
T N July, 1940, thousands of inhabitants
*■ of G ibraltar were given twenty-four
hours’ notice to leave their homes, and
were shipped off to England, where for
years they lived in completely unsatis
factory conditions. To-day, nearly eight
years afterwards, the troubles and wander
ings of many of them are still unfinished.
M any of these people were sent to
N orthern Ireland, where they lived in
unsatisfactory camps, and where very
few of them have been able to get em
ployment, so that they have merely existed
on the poverty line.
Last December, the Colonial Office an
nounced a scheme for bringing these
people from N orthern Ireland to England,
where they could be given work. But
at the last moment the Minister of Health
(ex-Leftist A neurin Bevan) and the
M inister of Works refused to allow the
former workhouse a t Fulham t a be used
for housing them.
The Gibraltese decided to take matters
into their own hands. T he Northern
Ireland officials refused to give them any
assistance in travelling, the Food Office
officials kept back their ration books, but
in spite of this 650 of them have left
Ireland and invaded the Fulham insti
tution. While the Ministries of Health
and Works are still trying to stop their
settling in London, the Colonial Office
has apparently given in and is pro
posing to convert the institution for their
use until they can be sent back to
Gibraltar.
I t is small wonder that, after eight
years of privations, these people should
have taken matters into their own hands.
They were transported against their
wishes, and yet a so-called workers’
government which has been in power for
two years has as yet made no attempt
to reinstate them in their former
situations or to compensate them for their
troubles.

SO C IA L IST S IN E X IL E
C O C IA L IS T S — o r the lucky ones among
^
them— are now being forced into exile
from the so-called Socialist countries of
Eastern Europe. Refugee Socialists from
H ungary, Poland, Rumania and Jugo
slav ia have met in Paris to form a com
mittee which they hope will be the
nucleus of a larger organisation.
T hey state that, while in H ungary and
Jugoslavia
the independent Socialist
Parties no longer exist, in Rumania and
Bulgaria, they are about to be dissolved.
“Every day,” they say, “ Socialists and
trade unionists in our countries who refuse
to bow before the dictatorship are jailed
and sentenced to prison or death.”
W hile we can have nothing b ut soli
darity for those socialists who are still
fighting against totalitarianism in the
Russian-dominated countries, we cannot
but point o ut that the socialist parties in
these countries were at first quite ready to
support the Comm unist regimes; like the
Russian Social Revolutionaries in 1917,
they miscalculated, but while they were on
the band wagon they had little to say in
the way of protest against the persecution
of other minorities. T he Bulgarian A nar
chist movement, for instance, the largest
in Eastern Europe, has been persecuted
throughout, by all governments, b ut it
•till continues to fight for freedom. And,
while they find their sufferings hard to
bear, the Bulgarian Anarchists have at
least the satisfaction that, unlike their
socialist fellows in misfortune, they never
helped to set in power the government
that if trying to crush them out of
existence.

ST R U G G L E IN
IN T E R N A T IO N A L
T R A D E U N IO N

MOVEMENT
'T 'H E
W .F .T .U .,
the
International
organisation of trade unions, and
Itself the grand trade union of bosses and
paid executives (the workers have almost
no say at this high altitude of industrial
politics), is im itating U .N .O . by becoming
a battle-ground for rival imperialist
cliques.
T he Communists, in the Moscow press
and the Stalinist-controlled C .G .T . of
France, are accusing the British T .U .C .
and the American A .F. of L. of trying
to bre.if; up the W .F .T .U . by introducing

INCREASES !
Our thanks to the comrades and
friends in this country and America
whose initials appear below.
To
survive this difficult period of soaring
production costs, we need more
readers and more contributions to
the Press Fund. Since the price of
"Freedom" was increased printing
charges have increased, typesetting
costs have increased and the price of
newsprint has increased.
So now
the number of readers of "Freedom"
must increase and the contributions
to the Press Fund must increase !

Press

Th c

Wi s h f u l

Th i n k e r ?

"W e must all subordinate our own interests to those of the nation—
otherwise someone will be called upon to force us to comply as the only
alternative to disaster."— Sir Stafford Cripps (Edinburgh, 7/2/48).

FRANCE OPENS SPANISH
FRONTIER
#T 'H E re-opening of the Franco-Spanish
A frontier reveals to the full the futility
of the kind of action taken by the
Western democracies against the Fascist
government in Spain, the policy of apply
ing economic sanctions while fearing to
unloose the revolutionary impulse by the
only real method that can overthrow
Franco— the direct assistance of the
movement of resistance, which is certainly
more extensive, co-ordinated and per
sistent in Spain than it ever was in any
other Fascist country.
The closing of the Spanish frontier was
found in practice to cause more economic
disability to France than it did to Spain,
and politicians being what they are, it was
inevitable that at some time they should
end a condition inimical to capitalist

interests. Meanwhile, the effect of the
raising of the ban will be to increase
Franco’s prestige among the middle-classes
in Spain and thus help to prolong his
regime.
In any case, it should always be remem
bered that economic sanctions in them
selves have never endangered Franco’s
or any . similar regime. They react only
on the workers, for the upper classes still
continue to retain their privileges, and any
shortages are merely passed on to the
workers in the form of lower rations and
increased black market prices. Their
misery is increased without their gaining
any help to overthrow the regime that
causes it, and in this way governmental
sanctions against Spain merely help to
perpetuate Franco’s tyranny.

Fund

JA N U A R Y 30th— FEBR U A R Y 13th:
C hicago: (per R .C .) A .B . 15/-, C .B . 10/-,
R .C . £1/5/0; York: H .A .A . 10/-; Edinburgh:
0 .B . 1/6; Dartford: E .G .L . 2/-; W igan:
E .H . 5/-; M iami: F. (per V .R .) £3/0/0; Los
G atos: L.M . 10/-, J . d 'l. 12/6; S. Francisco:
J.T . £1/15/0, F.S. 5/-; Ashanti: C .D .M .O .
1/6; H atfiald: G .M .H . 1/6; Leeds: J .G . 1/6;
Wood G reen: J .R .A . 1/6; London: F .W .C .
8/6; Anon 2 /6 ; W hiteway: L .G .W . 5/-;
Mansfield: J .L . 1/6; Cam bridge: C .L .D .
10/*; Chingford: W .G .P . 3/-; Delaware: C .F .
13/6;
C ard iff:
M .G .
9/3;
Glasgow:
A .M c.D . 2/6; Abercarn: G .B . 5/-; Glasgow:
S.M . I/ - ; London: G .F .G . 2/6; Glasgow:
J .S .
7/6}
W.
W ickham; H A D . 2/-;
Leyton: L .W .W . 14/; Horley: B.G . 3/6;
W alsall: B .C .L. 10/-; S Francisco: Chinese
comrades (per C .S .)* £5/5/0; Manchester:
JJE.B. 2 /6 j Bradford: A .B .H . 5/-; London:
1.A. 2/6.

Previously acknowledged

£21 3
£28 10

3
4

1948 T O T A L TO DATE

£49 13

7

*C .S . $10, S .K , $2, T .C . $2, S .J . $1,
L J . $1.
M J . 50c, Y.M . $1.
Y .Y . $1,
D .C . $1,
P.B. $1, J .Y . $1,
Y .F . $1,
J .H , $1.
D .J. $2, C M . $1, M .T. $1,
W .S . 50c, Q .Y . $1, K .C . $3. K .W . $2—
Total $33. W e have deducted $12 for 6
subs to "Freedom " and the balance of $21
is shown in the Press Fund.

RUSSIAN COMPOSERS CENSURED
npH E Russian culture purge broke out
A again two days ago, when the C entral
Committee of the Communist Party issued
a statement in which it condemned many
of the leading composers in the country
for writing music which suffered from
“anti-popular and anti-democratic ten
dencies” .
Shostakovich and Prokofiev
were among the condemned, being accused
of producing works “ strongly smelling of
modernistic bourgeois music” .

IMPORTANT
Some readers have received two,
and some even three, subscription
renewal reminder cards and have
not responded. If there are any
readers among them who cannot
afford the paper, all we ask of them
is that they should let us know.
Otherwise we shall be obliged to
remove their names from our lists,
and this will be the last issue of
Freedom they, and all other sub
scribers whose subscriptions are long
overdue will bo receiving, until we do
hear from them.

Printed

by

Express

Primers,

Composers like these, who seem to any
outside eye to have done everything they
possibly can to adapt themselves to com
posing according to the canons of dialetical materialism, must be suffering from
a considerable bewilderment as to what
they should do next to please the party
bosses. Short of recommending them to
concentrate on hymns to Stalin, we can
suggest nothing.
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